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Abstract
Computer simulation is a powerful approach to study protein dynamics and functions. We employed molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate large conformational changes in proteins, including folding,
dimerization, and unfolding, and how these conformational changes help the proteins perform their biological
functions.
We first study protein folding, a process by which a protein acquires its functional structure and is
related to many neurodegenerative diseases. A fast-folding five-helix bundle λ-repressor fragment is chosen
as a model system. A length of 80 amino acid residues puts it on the large end among all known microsecond
folders and its size poses a computational challenge for MD studies. We simulate the folding of a novel
λ-repressor fast-folding mutant (λ∗HG) in explicit solvent using an all-atom description. By means of a
recently developed tempering method, we observe reversible folding and unfolding of λ-repressor in a 10-
µs trajectory. The folding kinetics is also investigated through a set of MD simulations run at different
temperatures that together cover more than 125µs. The protein is seen to fold into a native-like topology
at intermediate temperature and a slow-folding pathway is identified.
For two other lambda-repressor mutants, λ∗YG and λ∗YA, we study pressure effect on the protein
dynamics. A short refolding time of 2µs was reported for λ∗YG in lambda-repressor experiments. To
investigate this pressure-jump induced fast folding behavior, MD simulations of more than 35µs are carried
out on the λ∗YG mutant. High-pressure denatured states are found to contain a significant amount of helical
structure. Upon pressure drop, the protein refolds into the native state in 20µs.
The simulations confirm the existence of pressure-jump induced fast folding pathway for λ∗YG. We also
perform over 50µs pressure-jump simulations on λ∗YA with four different force fields. Two of the force
fields yield compact non-native states with misplaced α-helix content within a few microseconds of the
pressure drop. We conclude that the pressure-denatured state of λ∗YA contains mainly residual helix and
little β-sheet; following a fast pressure-drop, at least some λ∗YA forms misplaced helical structure within
microseconds. We hypothesize that non-native helix at helix-turn interfaces traps the protein in compact
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non-native conformations. These traps delay the folding of at least some of the protein population to the
native state, reflected as the millisecond slow folding phase in pressure jump experiments. Based on the
simulations, we predict specific mutations at the helix-turn interfaces that should speed up refolding from
the pressure-denatured state.
In addition to being a spontaneous process, protein folding can also be modulated through external
factors, such as flow, light, or mechanical force. Flow-induced shear has been identified as a regulatory driving
force in blood clotting. Shear induces β-hairpin folding of the glycoprotein Ibα β-switch which increases
affinity for binding to the von Willebrand factor, a key step in blood clot formation and wound healing.
Through 2.1-µs MD simulations, we investigate the kinetics of flow-induced β-hairpin folding. Simulations
sampling different flow velocities reveal that under flow, β-hairpin folding is initiated by hydrophobic collapse,
followed by inter-strand hydrogen-bond formation and turn formation. Adaptive biasing force simulations
are employed to determine the free energy required for extending the unfolded β-switch from a loop to
an elongated state. Lattice and freely jointed chain models illustrate how the folding rate depends on the
entropic and enthalpic energy, the latter controlled by flow. The results reveal that the free energy landscape
of the β-switch has two stable conformations imprinted on it, namely, loop and hairpin — with flow inducing
a transition between the two.
Finally, we investigate how the dimerization and unfolding of individual domain of myosin VI help this
motor protein move on the actin filament with a large step size. The unconventional motor protein, myosin
VI, is known to dimerize upon cargo binding to its C-terminal end. It has been shown that one of its
tail domains, called the medial tail domain, is a dimerization region. MD simulations reveal the unknown
dimerization mechanism of the medial tail domain. The results suggest that the formation of electrostatic-
based inter-helical salt bridges between oppositely charged residues is a key dimerization factor. Calculations
of the dimer-dissociation energy find the contribution of hydrophobic residues to the dimerization process
to be minor; we also find that the asymmetric homodimer state is energetically favorable over a state of
separate helices. Recent experimental work proposed that myosin VI dimerization triggers the unfolding
of the protein’s proximal tail domain which could help the protein realize a step size of 30–36 nm. Here,
we demonstrate through steered molecular dynamics simulation the feasibility of sufficient extension arising
from turning a three-helix bundle into a long α-helix. A key role is played by the known calmodulin binding
that facilitates the extension by altering the strain path in myosin VI. Sequence analysis of the proximal
tail domain suggests that further calmodulin binding sites open up when the domain’s three-helix bundle is
unfolded and that subsequent calmodulin binding stabilizes the extended lever arms.
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Proteins, made up of specified sequences of amino acid building blocks, are the workhorses of biological
systems, performing most of the tasks necessary to maintain life. The protein’s primary sequence is encoded
in DNA, which is passed down from generation to generation. The sequence information determines not only
the linear order of the amino acids to be used in the synthesis of a given protein, but also, in most cases,
the unique final structure that protein will adopt. It is this final structure, known as the native state, which
enables the function of the protein in a biological context.
When a protein is synthesized by the ribosome, it initially has the shape of a random coil. The pro-
gression by which that random coil is formed into the final, native state of the protein, is referred to as the
protein folding process [1]. Understanding the folding mechanism and predicting the folded structure of a
protein from its amino acid sequence is one of the most challenging problems in structural molecular biology
today. A better understanding of the protein folding process can both aid in preventing neurodegenerative
diseases, such as Alzheimer’s, caused by protein misfolding, and assist in the design of protein variants with
novel functions. The folding process can be modulated by external factors, such as temperature, pressure,
mechanical force, flow, or light. The cell uses such factors to achieve specific control over proteins’ structure,
dynamics, and function.
Most of the protein structure determining techniques offer static pictures of protein’s native states,
although the protein actually is quite dynamic in a living environment. The experimental approach to
studying protein folding consists of measuring the kinetic rate of protein folding by monitoring a fluorescence
signal. Computer modeling, such as Monte Carlo simulations [2, 3, 4, 5] and molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations [6, 7], complement such experiments by showing the dynamics of protein folding in atomic
detail [1].
Molecular dynamics simulation is a computational method that has been widely used to study structural
and dynamic properties of complex biomolecules [8, 9, 10]. Molecules of interest are treated as classical
particles, and the intra-molecule and inter-molecule interactions are described through an empirical poten-
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tial energy functions, also known as the force field. The molecular dynamics is determined by numerical
integration of Hamilton’s equations of motion. MD simulations can provide a wealth of information about
biological systems, inaccessible via experimental methods alone, by generating atomic-resolution dynamic
trajectories of biological processes [6].
This dissertation presents the results of MD simulations that were employed to investigate the protein
folding processes of three biological systems: the fast folding protein λ-repressor fragment [6, 7], the glyco-
protein Ibα β-switch which is important for blood clot formation and wound healing [11], and the molecular
motor protein myosin VI which participates in intra-cellular transportation [12, 13].
1.1 The fast folding protein λ-repressor fragment
Figure 1.1: Native state of λ-repressor fragment derived from
x-ray crystallography (Protein Data Bank: 3KZ3) [14]. Protein
coloring runs blue to red from N-terminus to C-terminus.
Through recent technological advances, MD simu-
lations have reached tens of microseconds in time
scale by using supercomputers and sophisticated al-
gorithms [15, 16]. The dream of direct compari-
son between experiments and simulations for fast-
folding proteins has finally come true [1, 17]. The
folding of two small (∼30 residues) proteins, villin
headpiece and WW domain, have been simulated
recently. A 10-µs trajectory of WW domain folding
failed to reach the β-sheet crystal structure [17], in-
stead falling into a helical misfolded state. However,
simulations of fast-folding villin headpiece reached
the native state perfectly and closely reproduced ex-
perimentally observed folding times for wild type
(∼4µs) and mutant (∼750 ns) proteins [18]. These
results highlight both the promise for all-atom MD
to provide data on complete protein folding path-
ways, and the challenges to modern force fields for accurately reproducing folding behavior [1].
The advantages of using villin headpiece and WW domain as model systems are their small size and
simple native topologies. However, they also raise the question of the generality of the current model for
much larger proteins with complicated native structures. To address such question, we chose λ-repressor
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fragment as a model system [14, 6]. λ-repressor fragment is a five-helix bundle protein that consists of about
80 amino acid residues. The native structure of λ-repressor fragment from x-ray crystallography is shown
in Fig. 1.1. It is the N-terminal fragment of the full-length λ-repressor, which binds to DNA to repress
gene expression [19]. The λ-repressor fragment is the first natural protein discovered to fold in less than
millisecond [20] and is still at the large end of the spectrum of fast-folding proteins [21, 22, 23].
A large number of mutants exist for the λ-repressor that cover a wide range of stabilities and folding
rates [14]. The wild type and mutants of λ-repressor were studied both theoretically [24, 25] and compu-
tationally using both a Go¯-like potential [26, 27] and an implicit solvent model [28]. Millisecond timescale
equilibrium MD simulations of λ-repressor in explicit solvent were achieved only recently [29, 30]. Bowman
et al. constructed folding trajectories for a fast-folding mutant of λ-repressor (D14A) based on Markov state
models and suggested a slow folding phase on the time scale of 10 ms [29]. The same mutant was also
simulated on a special purpose computer by Lindorff-Larsen et al., where an average folding time of 49 µs
was observed [30]. Experiments suggest that λ-repressor D14A does not have a millisecond folding phase,
but other mutants can sample trap states that require ms to recover to the native state [31].
We report here a series of all-atom MD simulations in explicit solvent on three novel fast-folding mutants
of λ-repressor, namely λ*HG [32, 6], λ*YG [33], λ*YA [7]. The λ*HG contains mutations Y22W, Q32H,
A37/49G from the wild type. These mutations weaken the hydrophobic core but enable an experimental
folding time of 15 µs even at its melting temperature Tm= 329K. The protein folded twice in the 10-µs
enhanced sampling simulation described below with a smallest Cα-RMSD compared to the crystal structure
(PDB code: 3KZ3 [14]) of less than 1.7 A˚. The results highlight the potential of the enhanced sampling
method and the accuracy of the underlying physical model (force field) in studying a relatively large protein
with complicated native topology. The subsequent constant temperature simulations revealed folding kinetics
at three different temperatures. A 100-µs MD simulation at intermediate temperature (359K) partially
folded the protein into its native topology and revealed a relatively slow-folding pathway for λ*HG. The
latter simulation was made possible through access to the same special purpose computer as was used by
Lindorff-Larsen et al [30]. Based on the simulations, we propose new experimental observables to identify
this slow-folding pathway, as well as a new construct to eliminate the slow-folding pathway and accelerate
folding. Depending on the reaction coordinates chosen, the results also suggest that the folding of λ*HG
is not a simple two state process, as in the case for many small fast-folding proteins. This suggestion is
in agreement with the multi-probe thermal melt measurement by Liu and Gruebele [32], which shows that
λ*HG is not a two-state like kinetic system even at its melting temperature. The multiple state nature of
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λ-repressor folding requires a more sophisticated analysis of experimental data than was adopted in the past.
The results are described in Chapter 2 and were published in Ref. [6].
For two other lambda-repressor mutants, λ∗YG and λ∗YA, we studied pressure effect on the protein dy-
namics. A short refolding time of 2µs was reported for λ∗YG in pressure-jump experiments. To investigate
this pressure-jump induced fast folding behavior, MD simulations of more than 35µs were carried out on
the λ∗YG mutant. High-pressure denatured states were found to contain a significant amount of helical
structure. Upon pressure drop, the protein refolded into the native state in 20µs. The folding in the simula-
tion is slower than the one measured in pressure-jump experiments, but faster than the folding time of 80µs
measured in temperature-jump experiments. A complete unfolding and refolding process was observed in the
trajectory, which permitted the characterization of high-pressure denatured states and refolding pathway.
The simulations confirmed the existence of a pressure-jump induced fast folding pathway for λ∗YG. We also
performed over 50µs of pressure-jump simulations on λ∗YA with four different force fields. Two of the force
fields yielded compact nonnative states with misplaced α-helix content within a fewµs of the pressure drop.
We conclude that the pressure-denatured state of λ∗YA contains mainly residual helix and little β-sheet;
following a fast pressure-drop, at least some λ∗YA forms misplaced helical structure withinµs. We hypoth-
esize that non-native helix at helix-turn interfaces traps the protein in compact non-native conformations.
These traps delay the folding of at least some of the protein population to the native state, reflected as the
millisecond slow folding phase in pressure jump experiments. Based on the simulations, we predict specific
mutations at the helix-turn interfaces that should speed up refolding from the pressure-denatured state. The
results are described in Chapter 3 and were partially published in Ref. [7].
1.2 The glycoprotein Ibα β-switch
The protein folding process has been studied for decades [34, 35], as exemplified in the case of λ-repressor [6,
7], assuming that the protein usually adopts a single three-dimensional structure after synthesis of their
peptide chain. However, the folding landscape can have more than one structure imprinted on it as major
domains of attraction, one being more stable under some conditions, the others possibly more stable under
variant conditions. In this way, not only are protein structures malleable to external factors, but through
changes in their structure, act as environmental sensors for properties like flow, light, ion concentration,
or mechanical force [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. For example, a light-switchable peptide was reported to
transform with light pulses from a β-hairpin to an unfolded state and vice versa [43]. Another example
is the muscle protein titin, which contains a kinase as a tension-sensor: mechanically induced sequential
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unfolding of titin kinase activates ATP binding, a response that controls muscle growth [44]. Protein sensors
also include voltage-gated potassium channels, involving transmembrane domains that open and close the
channels in response to changes in transmembrane potential [45, 46, 47].
Figure 1.2: Structure of the α-subunit of GPIb. The mauve
part is the β-switch region of GPIbα which has been simulated.
The β-switch region contains 17 residues.
The present study focuses on another protein
malleable by a weak perturbation, namely, by blood
flow. The flow induces a secondary structure transi-
tion from a disordered loop to an ordered β-hairpin.
The transition occurs in the β-switch region of gly-
coprotein Ibα (GPIbα), shown in Fig. 1.2, that initi-
ates blood clotting when detecting bleeding-induced
flow. As an important self-healing mechanism in
higher organisms, blood clotting occurs almost in-
stantly after blood vessel injury and bleeding on-
set. Blood clotting involves the coagulation of blood
platelets around a wound. The interaction between
platelet-receptor GPIbα and the von Willebrand
factor (vWF), a multimeric glycoprotein existing
in blood plasma, contributes to platelet aggrega-
tion [48, 49]. Indeed, vWF binding to GPIb is en-
hanced under flow conditions caused by blood vessel
injury and bleeding [50].
The interaction of vWF and GPIbα is mediated by the A1 domain of vWF and the GPIbα subunit [51].
Two sites on GPIbα that interact with the A1 domain of vWF were identified, namely, a β-hairpin at the
N-terminus and a flexible loop at the C-terminus [52, 53]. The resolved crystal structures of GPIbα (Protein
Data Bank codes 1QYY and 1SQ0) showed that its C-terminal region adopts an ordered β-hairpin conforma-
tion when binding to the vWF, while without such binding, it adopts a disordered loop conformation [54, 55].
Accordingly, we refer in the following to the C-terminal region of GPIbα as the β-switch. The structures
suggest that β-hairpin folding of the β-switch increases the affinity of GPIbα binding to vWF [56].
It was proposed that blood flow, as it arises in case of blood vessel damage and subsequent bleeding,
induces β-hairpin folding in GPIbα and, thereby, enhances the binding of GPIbα to vWF [57]. MD simulation
validated this hypothesis [57]. In a previous study, MD simulations were employed to explore the loop →
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β-hairpin transition and had illustrated that the transition involves two consecutive steps, backbone rotation
and sidegroup packing [58]. However, the thermodynamics and kinetics of this β-hairpin folding in flow had
not been characterized.
In the present study, we performed sixty simulations of the GPIbα β-switch with different starting
conformations and flow velocities that provided us with sufficient data to confirm the earlier characterization
of the process and to investigate β-hairpin folding in more detail. The simulations covered altogether a 2.1µs
time period. We observed how flow-induced folding of the GPIbα β-hairpin combines hydrophobic collapse,
interstrand hydrogen bonding, and turn formation. Adaptive biasing force (ABF) simulations [59, 60, 61]
determined how flow changes the free energy landscape of the β-switch, revealing that flow stabilizes the
β-switch in an elongated state, destabilizing the random loop state. Simulations were complemented through
a theoretical analysis that explains the stabilization. The results on glycoprotein Ibα β-switch are described
in Chapter 4 and were published in Ref. [11].
1.3 The molecular motor protein myosin VI
We further extended the concept of protein folding and applied it to a motor protein, myosin VI, and
investigated how the dimerization and unfolding of individual domains of myosin VI help the protein move
on the actin filament with a large step size.
Figure 1.3: A model of the dimerized full-length myosin VI walk-
ing on actin filament.
In the analogy that cells are compared to busy
metropolitan cities, motor proteins are the delivery
trucks running on the roadways and transporting
goods to different parts of the cell. Motor proteins
are found in almost all eukaryotic cells, and they
convert chemical energy using ATP hydrolysis into
mechanical work that powers their movements along
cytoskeletal tracks. Three classes of motor protein
superfamily have been characterized: myosin, ki-
nesin, and dynein. While kinesin and dynein move
along the microtubule network, myosin moves along
actin filaments. Over the years, the structural basis
of how motor proteins work has been established by
solving the x-ray and cryo-EM structure for differ-
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ent domains of several motor proteins. Still missing
is the dynamic process connecting different states of a motor protein’s catalytic cycle. By teaming up
with experts of single-molecule techniques from the Selvin lab here at UIUC, we hope to gain a molecular
understanding of the stepping mechanism of motor proteins.
A unique member of the myosin superfamily is myosin VI. Not only does myosin VI “walk” in the
opposite direction along the actin filaments compared to most other myosins, but it also walks with a large
step size (∼36 nm) using a short lever arm. While the reverse directionality has been attributed to myosin
VI’s unusual converter subdomain with a unique insert, its large step size cannot be fully explained by the
so-called swinging lever arm hypothesis, which states that the length of the lever arm determines the step
size of a motor protein.
Myosin VI is known to dimerize upon cargo binding to its C-terminal end. It has been shown that one of its
tail domains, called the medial tail domain, is a dimerization region. We employed MD simulations to reveal
the unknown dimerization mechanism of the medial tail domain. The results suggest that the formation
of electrostatic-based inter-helical salt bridges between oppositely charged residues is a key dimerization
factor. Calculations of the dimer-dissociation energy find the contribution of hydrophobic residues to the
dimerization process to be minor; we also find that the asymmetric homodimer state is energetically favorable
over a state of separate helices. Recent experimental work proposed that myosin VI dimerization triggers the
unfolding of the protein’s proximal tail domain, which could help the protein realize a step size of 30-36 nm.
Here, we demonstrate through steered molecular dynamics simulation the feasibility of sufficient extension
arising from turning a three-helix bundle into a long α-helix. A key role is played by the known calmodulin
binding that facilitates the extension by altering the strain path in myosin VI. Sequence analysis of the
proximal tail domain suggests that further calmodulin binding sites open up when the domain’s three-helix
bundle is unfolded and that subsequent calmodulin binding stabilizes the extended lever arms. The results
on myosin VI are described in Chapter 5 and were published in Ref. [12] and [13]
1.4 Molecular dynamics simulation
The primary computational method employed in the current study is molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tion [62] . Due to ever-increasing computational resources and more sophisticated algorithms, MD simulation
has became a powerful tool for studying structural and dynamics properties of complex biomolecules. In
MD simulations, a biomolecule, such as protein, is modeled as a polymer chain consisting of many classical
point particles. Each particle can be a single atom or a group of atoms depending on the coarse-grained
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level of the model. The particles have their intrinsic properties, such as mass, charge, and radius, that affect
their interactions with each other. A chemical covalent bond is modeled as a virtual spring with a harmonic
potential connecting two adjacent atoms. Fig. 1.4 gives an example of how the amino acid alanine is modeled
in MD simulation.
Figure 1.4: Amino acid alanine. All bonded terms
in the potential energy used in MD simulation are
demonstrated.
MD simulations use force fields to account for the potential
energy of atomic systems as a function of the atoms’ spatial ar-
rangement [63]. A common potential energy has the functional
form given in Eq. 1.1. The first three terms describe the stretch-
ing, bending, and torsional bonded interaction. The bond term
counts each covalent bond in the system; the angle term counts
the angles between each pair of covalent bonds sharing a single
atom at the vertex; the dihedral term describes atom pairs sep-
arated by exactly three covalent bonds with the central bond
subject to the torsion angle φ. An ”improper” dihedral term
governing the geometry of four planar, covalently bonded atoms
is also included as shown in Fig. 1.4. The last two terms de-
scribe non-bonded interactions including the van der Waal’s
forces (approximated by a Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential) and
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The forces experienced by each atom can be calculated from Eq. 1.1 at any given moment in MD
simulation. Together with initial conditions (positions and velocities of all atoms), the trajectory of the
all-atom system can be obtained. Sophisticated parallel computing algorithms and powerful supercomputers
have been employed over the years to calculate trajectories at biological relevant time scale [15]. Trajectories
with hundreds of nanoseconds duration are obtained routinely now. Tens of microsecond and even millisecond
time scale has been reached in some exceptional cases, such as ultra-fast protein folding [1, 30, 6, 7].
Despite the success of MD simulations, many biological process are too slow to be directly simulated
by conventional MD methods. The slow dynamics results from the biomolecules being trapped in one of
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the local minima on the free energy landscape, preventing sampling of conformational space. One class
of computational techniques to overcome this problem are enhanced sampling methods, which are used in
the current study [64]. There are also other computational techniques employed in the current study to
achieve time scale and length scale that are biological relevant. For example, in the study of motor protein
myosin VI, we used a Residue Based Coarse Graining (RBCG) method [65, 66, 67] to simulate the protein
dynamics over one microsecond, a time scale that is necessary for protein dimerization to occur. RBCG
uses a simplified representation for protein, rather than a full all-atom representation, with each amino acid
described by two beads, one for backbone and one for side chain. We also used steered MD simulation in
the myosin VI study to accelerate the large conformational transition in protein. In steered MD simulation,
external force is applied to part of the protein to help the protein to overcome free energy barrier along the
structural transition pathway. It is the computational counterpart of widely used single molecule experiment
techniques, such as atomic force microscopy or optical tweezers.
In addition to various enhanced sampling approach implemented in the molecular dynamics software,
such as NAMD [15], special hardware are also developed for MD simulation. One successful effort to this
end is the development of Anton machine [68, 69], a special purpose supercomputer that is dedicated to MD
simulation. By utilizing the Anton machine, we generated more than 150 µs of all-atom MD simulations to




simulations of λ-repressor folding
Reproduced in part with permission from Yanxin Liu, Johan Stru¨mpfer, Peter L. Freddolino, Martin Grue-
bele, and Klaus Schulten. Structural characterization of λ-repressor folding from all-atom molecular dynam-
ics simulations. Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters, 3(9):11171123. Copyright 2012 American Chemical
Society.
2.1 Introduction
Considerable progress has been made towards understanding protein folding [35, 70], particularly for small
fast-folding proteins [22]. The latter usually have under 100 amino acid residues and folding times are
less then 500 µs. The small size and short folding times of such proteins make them good candidates for
study through molecular dynamics (MD) simulation [71], permitting the use of all-atom models in explicit
solvent[17, 72, 1, 30]. The time scale covered by such all-atom MD simulations increased from microsec-
ond [73] to millisecond [69] in the last 15 years. Although computationally expensive, MD simulations
provide valuable atom-resolution information on the folding mechanism and transition states.
In addition to conventional MD simulation, enhanced sampling methods have been widely used in
studying protein folding. A well-known example of such methods is replica exchange molecular dynam-
ics (REMD) [74, 75, 76, 77]. However, the number of replicas needed increases as the total number of
degrees of freedom in REMD simulations [78], making the method impractical for large systems in explicit
solvent. Zhang and Ma proposed a single copy tempering method to overcome this limitation of REMD and
successfully applied their method to the folding of small model proteins [79, 64]. In principle, the single copy
tempering method is also suitable for large proteins.
The smallest fast folders (∼35 residues) have already served as succesful model systems for both force
field development and protein folding studies [18, 72, 80, 81]. At the large end of the spectrum of fast-folding
proteins is the λ-repressor fragment [20, 21], a five helix bundle protein that consist of about 80 amino acid
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residues.
We report here a series of all-atom MD simulations in explicit solvent on three novel fast-folding mutants
of λ-repressor, namely λ∗HG [32, 6] Three types of MD simulations on the λ-repressor HG mutant (λ∗HG)
were carried out and are summarized in Table 2.1. The first is based on enhanced sampling, in which
temperature is a random variable with values chosen between 300K and 600K; the second is a conventional
equilibrium simulation, starting from the crystal structure; the third is a conventional folding simulation
starting from an extended conformation. Equilibrium and folding simulations were carried out at three
temperatures: 329K, 359K, and 389K. The CHARMM27 force field with CMAP corrections [82, 83, 84]
and TIP3P water model [85] were used for all the simulations reported here.




Sim-ES Extended 300–600K 10.03 µs 1.7/>50.0 A˚ */*
Sim-N329 Crystal 329 K 0.30 µs 0.9/4.2 A˚ 2.3/0.4 A˚
Sim-N359 Crystal 359 K 0.30 µs 1.1/5.3 A˚ 2.8/0.6 A˚
Sim-N389 Crystal 389 K 0.30 µs 1.1/8.0 A˚ 3.0/1.1 A˚
Sim-F329 Extended 329 K 13.73 µs 5.6/>50.0 A˚ */*
Sim-F359 Extended 359 K 100.15 µs 4.3/>50.0 A˚ */*
Sim-F389 Extended 389 K 12.83 µs 5.9/>50.0 A˚ */*
Table 2.1: Summary of λ∗HG folding simulations. aUnder the column “Name”, ES denotes an enhanced sampling simulation, N
denotes a simulation that started from the native state, i.e., the crystallographic structure, and F denotes a constant temperature
folding simulations. bS.D stands for standard deviation; Mean and S.D from native simulations are used as the criteria to judge
the degree of folding.
2.2 Folding simulation of λ∗HG mutant using enhanced sampling
method
We performed an enhanced sampling simulation (Sim-ES in Table 2.1) using NAMD [15] following the proto-
col suggested by Zhang et al. [64]. The 10-µs simulation started from a completely extended conformation to
avoid bias towards the native state. The protein folded twice into its native state in the simulation, namely
at 0.5µs and at 4µs, and was subsequently expelled from the folded state through the applied temperature
fluctuations. We consider a single frame conformation as folded if its Cα-RMSD relative to the crystal struc-
ture falls into the range defined by the mean ± standard deviation of the native simulation at T=359K
(Sim-N359 in Table 2.1). The Cα-RMSD value along the simulation trajectory (Sim-ES in Table 2.1) is
shown in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Cα-RMSD relative to the 3KZ3 [14] crystal structure (shown at top left) calculated from an enhanced sampling
simulation (Sim-ES in Table 2.1). The Cα-RMSD native value is defined by the mean value (dashed line) from the 300-ns
equilibrium simulation of the native structure (Sim-N359 in Table 2.1). The protein folded reversibly into the native value
twice in the simulation. Occupancies of the top 20 clusters throughout the trajectory are shown in red. The representative
folded structure, identified through the most populated cluster, is shown at top right. The crystal structure is superimposed as
a transparent cartoon representation for comparison. Protein coloring runs blue to red from N-terminus to C-terminus.
Cluster analysis was performed on the enhanced sampling trajectory Sim-ES based on pair-wise RMSD.
The occupancies of the top 20 clusters are shown in Fig. 2.1 and the representative structures from the each
cluster are shown in Fig. 2.2. Two time windows (0 ∼ 0.5 µs and 3.5 ∼ 4.0 µs ), where the folding events
occurred, are shown enlarged in Fig. 2.2. The pathway that leads to complete folding of the protein can be
followed based on the cluster analysis. Due to the enhanced sampling method used in the current study,
the folding pathways observed in Sim-ES may not be the most probable ones. Nevertheless, they represent
one of the many physical pathways on the folding landscape. It is worth noting that the folded state is
ranked as the most populated cluster without any prior knowledge of the crystal structure. The population
distribution is a result of the enhanced sampling algorithm that lower the temperature when the protein is
in a low energy state, such as the native state.The results suggest a high potential of the enhanced sampling
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method in force field refinement and protein structure prediction. A representative folded structure of the
most populated cluster is shown in Fig. 2.1.
Figure 2.2: Zooming in the regions where folding events occurred in simulation Sim-ES. Cα-RMSD was calculated relative
to the crystal structure. The Cα-RMSD native value is defined by the mean value (dashed line) from the 300-ns equilibrium
simulation of the native structure (Sim-N359 in Table 2.1). Occupancies of the top 20 clusters in each time window are shown
in red; from these occupancies the folding pathway can be discerned. Representative structures from each of the 20 clusters are
shown at right, along with their Cα-RMSD relative to the crystal structure.
At around t=0.5µs the protein remained folded in the native state for a few tens of ns; at around t=4µs
the protein remained folded in that state for about 500 ns. In either case, the protein is considerably less stable
in the native state than expected for a constant temperature simulation. The instability is not surprising,
however, as the enhanced sampling method continuously kicks the protein out of any state, including the
native one.Potential energy and temperature along the enhanced sampling trajectory are shown in Fig. 2.3.
Two time periods around 0.5µs and 4µs, i.e., when the protein visits the native state, can be identified as
low energy and low temperature regions. Other low energy and low temperature regions in Fig. 2.3 represent
stable intermediate states and short-lived kinetic traps along the folding pathways. The key of enhanced
sampling is that it allows rapid discovery of the native state with a physical force field in a fully solvated
simulation.
In addition to accelerating the search in conformational space, the enhanced sampling method employed
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Figure 2.3: Characteristics along the enhanced sampling trajectory Sim-ES. Top: potential energy; bottom: temperature.
Arrows indicate the moments (t = 0.5 µs and t = 4 µs), at which the simulated system assumed the native conformation.
here also covers a broad range of temperatures in the simulation, which permits calculation of the temperature
dependence of certain structural characteristics given enough sampling. The probability distributions of
radius of gyration Rgyr and Cα-RMSD values were calculated from simulation Sim-ES and are shown in
Fig. 2.4. The probability distribution near T = 305 K reveals several stable states that compete with the
native state. The folding of many small, single domain, fast-folding proteins is often found to be a simple
two-state process, connecting a basin of rapidly inter-converting unfolded states and a single basin around
the folded state. However, this scenario clearly does not apply to the studied fast-folding λ-repressor mutant
that exhibits several basins seen as red islands in Fig. 2.4 when examined through the reaction coordinate of
Rgyr and Cα-RMSD. High temperature smoothes out the free energy landscape and shifts the equilibrium
toward unfolded states; these unfolded states are characterized by large Cα-RMSD values, yet compact
structures with small radius of gyration. As discussed previously [86], the folding kinetics of λ-repressor are
probe-dependent.
2.3 Folding simulation of λ∗HG mutant at constant temperature
The enhanced sampling simulation Sim-ES permits the observation of the complete folding event, but lacks
information on the kinetics of the folding process. To obtain such information, constant temperature simula-
tions are required. We performed such simulations at T=329, 359, and 389K. The temperatures are chosen
here higher than experimental folding temperatures as it has been shown that the melting temperature of
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Figure 2.4: Temperature dependence of the histogram distribution of radius of gyration Rgyr and Cα-RMSD values at T =
305± 5 K (top) and at T = 595± 5 K (bottom). The histogram distribution was determined from simulation Sim-ES and the
associated probability, as shown, is normalized such that the highest value is 1.
λ-repressor in simulation is higher than the one measured in experiment [28]; previous studies of λ-repressor
folding also involved simulations at relatively high temperatures [29, 30]. The temperature discrepancy
results from the protein force field and water model that utilize parameters which remain unchanged for var-
ious temperatures and pressures. The same extended conformation as in the enhanced sampling simulation
served as the starting structure. Such extended conformation slows down the folding process compared to
observed refolding from thermally and chemically denatured states [72]. However, the TIP3P water model
overestimated mobility compensates this shortcomeing to some degree [87, 88].
The simulation at T=329K was carried out for about 14 µs. During an initial collapse of the extended
protein, α-helical structure formed rapidly. As shown in Fig. 2.5, α-helical content reached its native level
within 2 µs. Subsequently, the protein accumulated more helical structure, even more than formed in the
native state. The CHARMM27 force field with CMAP corrections [82, 83, 84] used in the current study
is known to over-stabilize helical structure [17, 18], which may contribute to this helical overshoot. On the
other hand, the helical overshoot may be analogous to the burst phase observed by circular dichroism kinetics
measurements of λ-repressor in cryogenic solvent [89]. The helical overshoot state dominates most of the
trajectory (see cluster analysis at T = 329 K and the representative structure of cluster # 1 in Fig. 2.6).
The clusters shown in Fig. 2.6 represent an ensemble of minimum energy compact structures (MECS) [90],
which are located near the bottom of the folding energy landscape. The MECS significantly reduce the
conformational space that a protein has to sample in order to fold into the native state on a biological time
scale. The existence of MECS has been predicted from the heteropolymer lattice model [90] and demonstrated
for both ubiquitin [91] and polyglutamine [92] through single molecule force-clamp measurements. Our
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Figure 2.5: Characterization of λ-repressor folding trajectory at T = 329 K, T = 359 K, and T = 389 K taken from simulations
Sim-F329, Sim-F359, and Sim-F389, respectively. Cα-RMSD values have been calculated relative to the crystal structure
3KZ3 [14]; α-content is the fraction of residues that are in α-helical conformation; HPSASA refers to the solvent accessible
surface area of hydrophobic groups. The native ranges are defined by the mean value (red solid line) ± standard deviations
(green dashed line) from the 300-ns equilibrium simulations of the native structure at the respective temperatures (Sim-N329,
Sim-N359, and Sim-N389 in Table 2.1)
simulations confirm the existence of MECS even for a fast folding protein like λ-repressor and characterize
the structural nature of MECS. The presence of MECS may be a consequence of folding physics principle, or
an evolutionary adaptation that allows proteins to fold upon mutation or acquire new functions by making
alternative low-energy states available.
At a temperature of T=359K, we performed MD simulation Sim-F359 covering 100 µs. After initial
collapse of the extended protein to a mostly helical state, the folding trajectory is characterized by a series of
interconversions between several transient kinetic intermediate states revealed by cluster analysis as shown
in Fig. 2.6. Representative structures from the four most populated clusters are also shown in Fig. 2.6. Helix
1 is the dominant structure element, to which the other four helices add themselves, contributing also to
the main hydrophobic core. The partially folded structure reached at the end of the simulation belongs to
cluster # 1, which is constantly visited during the last 60µs of simulation.
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Figure 2.6: Cluster analysis of folding trajectories at T=329, 359, and 389K taken from simulations Sim-F329, Sim-F359, and
Sim-F389, respectively. For each temperature, representative structures from the main four clusters, along with their Cα-RMSD
relative to the crystal structure, are shown at left (color scheme as in Fig. 2.1); occupancies of the top 20 clusters throughout
the trajectory are shown at right.
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Figure 2.7: Structural characteristics of different groups of residues arising along the constant temperature folding trajectory
of Sim-F359. (a) Cα-RMSD for the first three helices (from Gln-9 to Asn-52) relative to the crystal structure. (b) Solvent
accessible surface area of sidechains of hydrophobic residues between Leu-18 and Phe-51; the residues are from the first three
helices and participate in the main hydrophobic core of the native state. (c) Cα-RMSD for the first four helices (from Gln-9
to Leu-69) relative to the crystal structure. (d) Solvent accessible surface area of sidechains of hydrophobic residues between
Leu-18 and Leu-69, which form the main hydrophobic core. (e) Cα-RMSD for the last two helices (from Ala-59 to Arg-85)
relative to the crystal structure. (f) Solvent accessible surface area of sidechains of hydrophobic residues which form the small
hydrophobic patch between helix 4 and 5, including Ala-59, Ala-62, Ala-63, Ile-80, Ala-81, and Ile-84. The native range of each
quantity is defined by the mean (red) ± standard deviations (green) from the 300-ns equilibrium simulation (Sim-N359) of the
native structure at T=359K.
During simulation Sim-F359, helices 1, 2, and 3 assumed their near native conformation as shown in
Fig. 2.7. The partially folded structure at the end of the simulation is shown in Fig. 2.8, along with the
structure of the native state. Helix 4 and 5 formed individually, but their orientation relative to helix 1 is
different from the one in the native state. The folding pathway seen in the simulation differs from what had
been proposed before using a variational approach [25, 24] or employing implicit solvent replica-exchange
molecular dynamics [28]. The previous studies suggested that helix 1 and helix 4 orient correctly relative to
the native structure more often than do helices 2 and 3. Other than different methods used in each study,
mutation effects also need to be considered. Portman et al. [25, 24] performed their analysis on wild type
λ-repressor and Larios et al. [28]studied another fast-folding mutant. We note that both enhanced sampling
and constant temperature simulations show helices 1 and 4 to be the most stable structural element, in
agreement with the predictions from other studies [24, 28].
The folding pathway observed in our simulation is different from the one suggested previously [25, 24, 28].
Moreover, the folding observed is slower than measured in experiment [32], which revealed an activated phase
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Figure 2.8: Observables monitored computationally along the trajectory Sim-F359. (a) Cα-RMSD for the first two helices
(from residue Gln-9 to Asp-38) relative to the crystal structure. (b) Distance between sidechain of Trp-22 and sidechain of
His-33. (c) Solvent accessible surface area of the sidechain of Trp-22 (Trp-SASA). The crystal structure and the partially folded
structure reached in the simulation are provided at the top (same color scheme as in Fig. 2.1). The experimental probe residues
tryptophan from helix 1 and histidine from helix 2 are shown in licorice representation.
(ka = 15 µs−1) and a molecular phase (km = 2 µs−1). It is possible that the single trajectory in our simulation
follows a variant, slow-folding pathway. The native state of λ-repressor contains a major hydrophobic core
formed by helices 1, 2, 3, and 4 with a small hydrophobic patch between the N-terminus of helix 4 and
helix 5 (see Fig. 2.8). The residues involved in forming the hydrophobic core and hydrophobic patch are
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shown in Fig. 2.7. After the hydrophobic core is partially formed by helices 1, 2, and 3, resulting in a near
native value for the hydrophobic SASA (Fig. 2.7), the competition between helices 4 and 5 to dock to the
major hydrophobic core determines the rate of complete folding. If helix 4 docks to the major hydrophobic
core first, helix 5 will likely find the small hydrophobic patch at the N-terminus of helix 4 and complete the
folding quickly. On the other hand, if the hydrophobic patch on helix 5 docks to the major hydrophobic
core first, the protein will likely form an alternative low-energy metastable intermediate state that features
a long escape time, which results in slow folding. The latter is what we observe in our simulation. Helix
5 played an important role in stabilizing the folding intermediate. Although helix 4 is participating in the
hydrophobic core, its correct register with helix 1 is prevented by helix 5. This conformation is characterized
by a non-native arrangement of helix 4 and 5 compared to the crystal structure (see Fig. 2.7).
In Sim-F359, the protein folded very quickly to the near native state described above, but complete
folding was not achieved. The simulation time, even though exceeding the observed folding time (100 µs
vs 15 µs), was not long enough to escape the near native intermediate. Factors that may contribute to the
long escape time might be a lack of accuracy of the force field and a lack of temperature correspondence
between simulation and experiment, i.e., 359 K may not be the optimal folding temperature for λ∗HG in
the simulation. The TIP3P water model employed here has been shown to affect the dynamics of unfolded
peptides [88] and, hence, could also adversely affect the folding. It is also possible that the experiment
monitors a faster-equilibrating variable (Trp fluorescence) than the global measurement (RMSD value) used
in the simulation, and λ∗HG may actually fold slower than suggested by observation. To experimentally
reveal the slow-folding pathway seen in the simulation, a new experimental observable needs to be designed
that measures the folding rate more accurately and a new construct should be engineered to remove the
kinetic trap observed in the simulation and see if the construct, also analyzed through the new observable,
folds indeed faster.
To check proximity to the native state for the trajectory at T = 359 K we calculated Cα-RMSD values for
the first two helices relative to the crystal structure. The results are shown in Fig. 2.8a. The first two helices
are seen to fold into their native conformation and form native contacts with each other several times during
the simulation. The first local folding event happened within 18µs. A stable folded conformation formed
at 65µs and remained stable for more than 30µs. We note that temperature-jump experiments probing
the quenching of Trp-22 fluorescence by His-33 yielded a folding time of 15µs for the λ∗HG mutant [32];
Trp-22 is from helix 1 and His-33 from helix 2, both shown in licorice representation in Fig. 2.8. The early
formation of a native-like conformation for helix 1 and helix 2, as observed in the simulation, may yield an
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experimental signal that looks like one corresponding to formation of the native structure. The distance, D,
between Trp-22 and His-33 monitored in the simulation is shown in Fig. 2.8b. Indeed, the native structure
value of D is reached in less than 10µs and is re-established many times during the simulation. The solvent
accessible surface area (SASA) of Trp-22 also achieves its native structure value in about 10µs and remains
constant for the last 50µs.
Figure 2.9: Distance between sidechain of Trp-22 and sidechain of Leu-69. This distance is proposed here as the experimental
observable discerning the progress towards complete folding. This observable does not assume in Sim-F359 values characteristic
of the completely folded λ∗HG. This suggests that the observable can serve as an accurate folding indicator in future experiments.
The native range ofDW22−L69 is defined by the mean (red)± standard deviations (green) from the 300-ns equilibrium simulation
(Sim-N359) of the native structure at T=359K.
Using Trp-22 and His-33 as experimental probes is appropriate if the fast-folding process suggested by
Larios et al. [28]is taking place, in which case the formation of the native conformation of helix 1 and helix
2 is the rate-limiting step. However, these probes do not distinguish the slow-folding pathway from the
fast-folding pathway. A native-like signature will also be observed in the experiment in the early stage
of a slow-folding pathway. Our simulations suggest that the last step of slow-folding achieves the correct
orientation and packing of helices 1 and 4. We propose that a histidine mutation on helix 4 at position of
Leu-69 should be able to resolve the different folding pathways. The side chain distance between Trp-22
and Leu-69 is 6.37± 0.75 A˚ in the native state calculated from Sim-N359, close to the side chain distance
between Trp-22 and His-33 (6.33±,1.48 A˚ ) calculated from the same simulation, even though the sidechain
of Leucine is slightly shorter than that of Histidine. If the quenching occurs between Trp-22 and His-33, it
will also occurs between Trp-22 and His-69 once the mutation is made. On the other hand, although the
native value of the distance between Trp-22 and His-33 is reached in the near native folding intermediate in
Sim-F359 (Fig. 2.8), a small distance between Trp-22 and Leu-69 is only achieved transiently as shown in
Fig. 2.9.
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The identification of the slow-folding pathway enables one to propose possible fast-folding mutants to be
tested in experiment. One way to eliminate the competition between helices 4 and 5 to dock to the major
hydrophobic core is simply to delete helix 5 from λ-repressor. We suggest a construct with truncations after
Ser-77 from the original λ∗HG to remove the hydrophobic patch on helix 5. The resulting 4-helix bundle
construct will still have the main hydrophobic core to maintain its stability, but should fold even faster than
the λ∗HG mutant if our hypothesis is correct. A truncated version of λ-repressor with only helices 1 and
4 left (2-helix bundle) has shown similar stability and folding rate as its parental 5-helix bundle [93]. The
same experimental observable (quenching of Trp-22 by His-69) is also suitable for measuring the folding rate
of the proposed fast-folding truncated λ-repressor with 4 helices.
A relatively short, 13-µs simulation, Sim-F389, was performed at T = 389 K. A complete folding event was
not observed. The simulation confirms that helices 1 and 4 are more stable than the other three helices.The
protein sampled several low-energy states with native hydrophobic SASA during the trajectory as shown
in Fig. 2.5. An analysis of our simulations suggest that λ-repressor folding can be treated as a two-state
process when examined through certain reaction coordinates, such as hydrophobic SASA (native vs non-
native state). The molecular dynamics simulations reveal, however, structural details of the protein when
it visits states with native hydrophobic SASA, showing that SASA value alone does not signify complete
folding. Indeed, cluster analysis of our trajectory revealed that the states with native hydrophobic SASA are
highly degenerate. As shown in Fig. 2.6, cluster 4, cluster 1, and cluster 2 are visited at 1 µs, 3 µs, and 8 µs,
respectively. We conclude that a two-state model for the folding process of λ-repressor can be an artifact of
the chosen probe (or reaction coordinate).
In summary, we combined both enhanced sampling simulation and constant temperature simulation to
study the folding of λ-repressor. The enhanced sampling simulations show that the current force field is
accurate enough to describe the folding of this five-helix bundle protein made of 80 amino acid residues.
The folding of λ-repressor is found not to be a simple two state process. Our study also demonstrates
the potential of the enhanced sampling method and long-time MD simulations in revealing protein folding




folding: the fast and the slow
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3.1 Introduction
Pressure is a fundamental thermodynamics variable that can modulate the protein structure, dynamics,
and function [94, 95, 96, 97]. The effect of hydrostatic pressure on protein stability has been studied
extensively [77, 98, 99], where many studies explored how protein denaturation occurs under high-pressure
conditions [100, 101, 102, 103]. An elliptic shape phase diagram for protein stability in the temperature-
pressure plane has been proposed based on the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and experiments [104,
105]. In addition to studying the stability of proteins in equilibrium under high-pressure conditions, pressure
perturbation can also be used to study protein folding in kinetic experiments [106, 107].
A pressure-jump technique was recently developed to study protein folding dynamics [33, 7]. The tech-
nique utilizes high pressure (thousands of bars) to denature the protein of interest, and is also capable of
releasing the pressure in less than one microsecond. The highlight of the technique is that it enables the
studies on pressure-jump induced fast protein refolding with sub-microsecond resolution [33, 7]. The pressure-
jump technique offers several advantages over the widely used temperature-jump technique. Temperature
is expected to alter the water and protein conformational dynamics by introducing thermal fluctuations, as
well as the underlying free energy landscape of the protein. Pressure, on the other hand, is a more gentle
variable than temperature when it comes to denaturing a protein. It shifts the conformational equilibria of
a protein without significantly distorting intermediate states [96]. Moreover, the pressure-jump experiments
have been shown to introduce a folding phase that is faster than the one observed in the temperature-jump
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experiments for the same protein [33, 7].
MD simulation has been increasingly used for studying the pressure effect on protein dynamics [108,
109, 110, 111, 112]. Although the use of MD simulation is limited by finite sampling and timescale, MD
simulation has the advantage of revealing the folding process in atomistic detail. Recent developments in
both hardware and software have pushed MD simulation to tens of microsecond and even millisecond time
domain [72, 113, 29, 30, 6]. If it is a general phenomenon that pressure-jump can induce fast folding, the
folding process of many slow-folding proteins can be accelerated through pressure jump and therefore be
studied through MD simulation. However, it is not clear why pressure-jump is capable of inducing a fast
folding phase and how the fast refolding is realized. In the present study, we address these questions through
all-atom MD simulation.
The pressure-jump experiments were performed on two λ-repressor mutants, λ∗YG and λ∗YA. In both
cases, a microsecond fast folding phase and a millisecond slow folding fast were observed. To investigate the
pressure-jump induced fast folding behavior, MD simulations of more than 35µs are carried out on the λ∗YG
mutant. High-pressure denatured states, generated through a high-temperature unfolding and high-pressure
equilibration simulation procedure, are found to contain a significant amount of helical structure. Upon
pressure drop, the protein refold into the native state in 20µs. The folding in the simulation is slower than the
one measured in pressure-jump experiment, but faster than the folding time of 80µs measured in temperature-
jump experiment. A complete unfolding and refolding process was observed in the trajectory, which permitted
the characterization of high-pressure denatured states and refolding pathway. The simulations confirm the
existence of pressure-jump induced fast folding pathway for λ∗YG. We also perform over 50µs pressure-
jump simulations on λ∗YA with four different force fields. Two of the force fields yield compact non-native
states with misplaced α-helix content within a few microseconds of the pressure drop. We conclude that the
pressure-denatured state of λ∗YA contains mainly residual helix and little β-sheet; following a fast pressure-
drop, at least some λ∗YA forms misplaced helical structure within microseconds. We hypothesize that
non-native helix at helix-turn interfaces traps the protein in compact non-native conformations. These traps
delay the folding of at least some of the protein population to the native state, reflected as the millisecond
slow folding phase in pressure jump experiments. Based on the simulations, we predict specific mutations
at the helix-turn interfaces that should speed up refolding from the pressure-denatured state.
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3.2 Fast folding of λ∗YG mutant induced by pressure jump
We chose a lambda repressor mutant Y22W/Q33Y/A37G/A49G (λ∗YG) as a model system to study fast
protein folding after a pressure drop. The lambda repressor is a five helix bundle protein with 80 amino
acid residues. It is the largest fast folding protein studied to date through all-atom MD simulations [29, 30,
6, 7]. Fast folding of various mutants of lambda repressor has been studied previously using temperature
jump [31, 32, 114, 115] and rapid microfluidic mixing techniques [116].
3.2.1 Results
Protein denaturation in MD simulation. To later compare with denatured simulation and refolding
simulation, we first performed a 0.3µs MD simulation of λ∗YG at T=325K and P=1bar, starting from
the native state. This 0.3-µs simulation is refered as the native simulation hereafter. The average values of
several structural characteristics, such as radius of gyration (Rgyr), were derived from the native simulation
and defined as the protein’s native values, shown as red solid lines in Fig. 3.1.
We denatured the protein under high pressure and high temperature, following a procedure described in
a previous pressure-jump MD simulation study [7]. The simulation started with the native state of λ∗YG,
shown as the conformation at t= 0µs in Fig. 3.1. The pressure was gradually increased from 1bar to 5 kbar
in 0.15µs while the temperature was held constant at T=325K. In Fig. 3.1, the value of the pressure is
depicted by the background color changes from white (1 bar) to blue (5 kbar). The protein remains in its
native conformation in the first 0.15µs of upward pressure-jump simulation. For most of the time, the Cα-
root mean square deviation (RMSD) relative to the crystal structure (PDB 3KZ3) [14] is below the average
value obtained in the native simulation. The increasing pressure does not drive the protein out of the thermal
fluctuation range of the native state, but pushes the protein slightly close to its crystal packing state. It is
known that high pressure can unfold a protein [100, 102]. However, high pressure induced denaturation is
a slow process that takes place on a time scale of seconds or even longer. Therefore, 0.15µs of pressurizing
for is likely too short to observe any major conformational change.
To accelerate the protein unfolding process, we heated up the system to T=525K and simulated the
system for 0.15µs while keeping the pressure at P=5 kbar. As shown in Fig. 3.1, the protein rapidly
unfolds as evidenced by the increase of Cα-RMSD relative to the crystal structure (> 20 A˚). The content of
secondary structure, α-helix in particular, drops from the native value of 65.5% to as low as 10.0%. During
the unfolding, the protein also assumes some extended conformation with Rgyr of more than 30 A˚. The
completely denatured state, obtained after the high-temperature and high-pressure unfolding simulation, is
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Figure 3.1: Structural characterization of the λ∗YG unfolding trajectory from the simulation. Cα-RMSD values have been
calculated relative to the crystal structure 3KZ3 [14]; α-content is the fraction of residues that are in the α-helical conformation;
Rgyr is the radius of gyration; The native values, calculated from a 0.3-µs equilibrium simulation of the native structure at
T=325K and P=1bar, are shown as red solid lines. The pressure applied through the simulation, shown as the color
background, varies from 1bar (white) to 5 kbar (blue). The temperature is kept at 325K, except the time window between
0.15µs and 0.3µs where 525K is used to unfold the protein. Representative structures at different time points are shown at
the top. Protein coloring runs blue to red from the N-terminus to the C-terminus.
shown in Fig. 3.1 as the conformation at t= 0.3µs.
The high temperature used in the simulation unfolds the protein, but also likely disrupts the protein more
than when only high pressure is used to denature the protein. To generate a high-pressure denatured state
ensemble, the high-temperature and high-pressure denatured state was equilibrated for 1µs at P=5kbar and
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Figure 3.2: Structural characterization of the λ∗YG unfolding trajectory from simulation. (Top) Cα displacement per residue
relative to the crystal structure. (Bottom) Time evolution of the secondary structure per residue. The secondary structure of
the crystal structure is shown at the left.
T=325K. The protein undergoes large conformational changes during the high-pressure equilibration. Both
the Cα-RMSD and Rgyr have large fluctuations at the beginning and stabilize at the end of the equilibration
(see Fig. 3.1). The most striking observation in the equilibration, shown in Fig. 3.1, is that the α-helix content
recovers from ∼30.0% to ∼60.0%, which is already close to the native value of ∼65.5%. The existence of
high α-helix content at high pressure indicates that pressure denaturation is mainly breaking the tertiary
contact, but does not perturb the α-helix much, as proposed before [7]. The result is consistent with the
finding that pressure does not affect the helix-coil equilibrium significantly, based on replica exchange MD
simulations of α-helical peptide using a different force field [109]. The pressure denatured state after the
high-pressure equilibration is shown in Fig. 3.1 as the conformation at t= 1.3µs.
Finally we performed a downward pressure-jump simulation, in which the pressure was gradually de-
creased from 5 kbar to 1 bar in 0.15µs while keeping the temperature at T=325K. The time evolution of
the Cα-displacement per residue relative to the crystal structure and the secondary structure per residue
are shown in Fig. 3.2 for the denaturation simulation. The resulting conformation was used as the starting
structure for refolding simulation at the ambient pressure and temperature.
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Figure 3.3: The protein refolding trajectory from the simulation at T=325K and P=1bar after pressure jump. (A) Cα-RMSD
values for the protein core (residue 7 to 80), calculated relative to the crystal structure 3KZ3 [14]. The native range is defined
by the mean value (red solid line) ± standard deviation (green dashed line) from a 0.3-µs equilibrium simulation of the native
structure at T=325K and P=1bar; (B) Time evolution of the secondary structure throughout the trajectory. The secondary
structure of the crystal structure is shown at left. The initial and final structure in the trajectory are shown at the top. The
crystal structure is superimposed as a transparent cartoon representation onto the final structure for comparison.
Protein refolding upon pressure-jump in MD simulation. It has been observed in the pressure-jump
experiments that there is a fast folding phase on a time scale of microseconds. The pressure-jump induced
fast refolding time of λ∗YG was reported previously as 2.1± 0.7µs [33]. Fortunately, the fast folding time of
few microseconds is attainable in all-atom MD simulations. Following the denaturation simulations described
above, we carried out long time scale MD simulation at P=1bar and T=325K to investigate the fast protein
refolding behavior. The refolding simulation was performed on the special purpose supercomputer, Anton,
and covered 32µs in length.
The protein was seen to fold into the native state in 20µs, expect for the last helix (helix 5). The
Cα-RMSD of the protein core (residue 7 to 80) relative to the crystal structure (PDB code 3KZ3) [14] is
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Figure 3.4: The protein refolding trajectory from the simulation at T=325K and P=1bar after pressure jump. HPSASA
refers to the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of hydrophobic groups. α-content is the fraction of residues that are in
the α-helical conformation. Rgyr is the radius of gyration. The native range is defined by the mean value (red solid line) ±
standard deviation (green dashed line) from a 0.3-µs equilibrium simulations of the native structure at T=325K and P=1bar.
calculated and shown in Fig. 3.3A. A set of other quantities of interest (such as the radius of gyration) is
shown in Fig. 3.4. The protein folds in a stepwise fashion with a sudden drop at ∼19µs. There is already
a significant amount of helical structure in the protein at the starting point of the refolding process (see
the conformation at t=0µs in Fig. 3.3). The high helical content results from the previous high-pressure
equilibration and downward pressure drop procedure. In fact, helices 1 and 4 already formed individually at
the beginning of the refolding simulation.
The folding pathway of the λ∗YG mutant is extracted from the simulation by monitoring the Cα dis-
placement of each residue relative to the native state, shown in Fig. 3.5. First, helices 1 and 4 formed
individually and aligned in parallel with each other. It took 2µs for the two helices to adjust the orientation
and alignment to reach a near native conformation. This parallel helical dimer is stable and is an important
intermediate state for the fast folding pathway. A truncated helical dimer version of the λ-repressor with
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Figure 3.5: Time evolution of the Cα displacement per residue from the crystal structure [14] throughout the refolding trajectory.
A time window between 18µs and 20µs is zoomed in and shown at the top to reveal the sequential local folding events. The
color bar runs from blue (close to the crystal structure) to red (far away from the crystal structure).
only helices 1 and 4 remained has been showed to be stable and fold on a time scale of few µs [93]. We
previously observed through MD simulations that the state with helices 1 and 4 in an anti-parallel confor-
mation is a kinetic trap which slows down the folding [6]. Helix 2 also formed individually very fast (< 1µs),
followed by the helix 3 forming individually at ∼7µs (see Fig. 3.3B). Helical overshots were observed in both
helices 1 and 2 where they eroded the loop 1 between the two helices as shown in Fig. 3.3B. Helix 3 initially
shifted toward the C-terminal by one helical turn. At ∼19µs, the helices 2 and 3, along with the loop 2 that
connects them, reoriented themselves simultaneously and assumed the native packing conformation relative
to helices 1 and 4. The structural transition of helices 2 and 3 at ∼19µs results in the Cα-RMSD drop in
Fig. 3.3. The one-helical-turn shift in helix 3 and the helical overshoot in loop 1 were fixed by this structural
transition. The time window between 18µs and 20µs is zoomed in and shown in Fig. 3.5. After the helices
1 to 4 assumed their native conformation and formed the hydrophobic core at t= 18.8µs, loop 1 formed the
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native conformation at t= 19.2µs, and then loop 3 between helices 3 and 4 folded into the native state as
seen in the crystal structure at t= 19.5µs. The representative snapshots along the refolding trajectory are
shown in Fig. 3.6.
The formation of helix 5 is presumably the last step of the folding process; this step not observed in the
simulation. It is possible that the λ∗YG in solution adopts a native state that is different from the crystal
structure [14]. An unstable helix 5 in the native state is predicted by the high B factors in the crystal
structure [14] and observed in implicit solvent MD simulations [28]. An unstructured helix 5 has also been
observed before for another λ-repressor mutant (D14A) and attributed to the absence of C-terminus residues
from the wild type λ-repressor [29].
Figure 3.6: Protein folding pathway observed in the simulation. At each time point, the folded residues (Cα displacement
relative to the crystal structure ≤ 2 A˚) are colored blue and the unfolded residues (Cα displacement relative to the crystal
structure > 2 A˚) are colored gray.
The role of non-native salt bridges. We next investigated what hinders the formation of helix 5 in
our simulation. In the native state, the helix 5 is stabilized by interacting with helix 4 through hydrophobic
interactions, also know as small hydrophobic patch [6]. However, such hydrophobic interactions were pre-
vented in our simulation by several non-native salt bridges as shown in Fig. 3.7. Salt bridges GLU13-ARG85
and ARG17-GLU83 formed between the helix 1 and the C-terminus, keeping the C-terminus away from helix
4. Salt bridge GLU75-ARG82, formed between a helix 5 residue and the 310 helix after helix 4, prevents
the formation of a sharp turn between the 310 helix and helix 5 as seen in the crystal structure (Fig. 3.7).
A local salt bridge GLU83-ARG85 was also observed, which directly prevents the helix 5 formation. Since
the secondary helical structure in helix 5 and its tertiary contact with helix 4 likely form in a cooperative
way, the three salt bridges (GLU13-ARG85, ARG17-GLU83, and GLU75-ARG82) that keep C-terminus
away from helix 4 must also play an important role in preventing the secondary helix formation. It is also
observed that four residues, two from helix 1 (GLU13 and ARG17) and two from C-terminus (GLU83 and
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ARG85), have a tendency to cluster together as seen in the conformation shown in Fig. 3.7. The clustering
of the salt bridges further stabilizes the final conformation reached in the simulation. One can imagine that
all the non-native salt bridges have to break simultaneously to release the C-terminus from helix 1.
It is obvious that non-native salt bridges prevent the formation of helix 5, which presumably is the last
step of the λ∗YG folding. However, caution needs to be taken in drawing the conclusion that the non-native
salt bridges hinder the folding. Note that all four non-native salt bridges are long living, as they formed
within the first two microseconds and were stable for the most of the trajectory (see Fig. 3.7). They may play
a crucial role in bringing the N-terminus and C-terminus together and consequently catalyze the formation
of the main hydrophobic core that involves helices 1 to 4. If the assumption stands, the non-native salt
bridges, particularly the ones between the helix 1 and the C-terminus (GLU13-ARG85 and ARG17-GLU83),
may accelerate the folding reaction in the early stage, but slow it down at the end.
Figure 3.7: Non-native salt bridges in the refolding trajectory, monitored by the distance between oxygen (O) and nitrogen (N)
atoms. Four non-native salt bridges, presented most of time through the trajectory, are identified and shown in the conformation
at t= 25µs at the right. The side chains of positively charged ARG are colored blue while the side chains of negatively charged
GLU are colored red. The native state is given for comparison.
To investigate the role of the non-native salt bridges, i.e., whether they positively or negatively affect
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the folding rate, new mutants need to be designed. Based on our simulations, two residues stand out as
good candidates for mutations: GLU83 and ARG85. First, they are located at the C-terminus of the protein
and likely do not affect the other aspects of folding except forming non-native salt bridges. Indeed, the
point mutation in helix 5 only has a moderate effect on the protein stability [28]. Second, both residues are
involved in the non-native salt bridges and clustering. Mutating a single one of them will eliminate two of the
four non-native salt bridges and also break the clustering of the non-native salt bridges. If these salt bridges
do play an active role in the early stage of the folding, mutating them into glycine/alanine will result in a
slower folding rate than the one measured for the current λ∗YG construct. Since the current experimental
probes (TRP22 and TYR33) are only sensitive to the folding of protein core (helices 1 to 4), new probes
need to be introduced to monitor the formation of helix 5 if the non-native salt bridges only have a negative
hindering effect.
3.2.2 Discussions
In the current study, we carried out MD simulations to study the pressure-jump induced fast folding of
λ∗YG. There are several λ-repressor mutants that have been engineered to fold on a time scale of tens of
microseconds [14]. Some of mutants have been studied using long time scale MD simulations [29, 30, 6],
including a pressure-jump MD simulation [7]; the previous simulations provide a rich data base for comparison
with our current study on λ∗YG.We note that we report here for the first time long time scale MD simulations
of λ∗YG mutant and a successful fast folding event, induced by pressure-jump, in MD simulations.
The MD simulation revealed a clear step-wise folding pathway for λ∗YG, in which helices 1 and 4 first
form and then orient correctly relative to the crystal structure. Then, helices 2 and 3 find their way to
pack with respect to helices 1 and 4. The obeserved folding pathway is in agreement with what has been
proposed previously for wild type λ-repressor from theoretical studies [25, 24] and from implicit solvent
replica-exchange MD simulation on another fast folding λ-repressor mutant [28]. However, the folding
pathway observed here is different from what we reported on λ∗HG mutant [6]. For λ∗HG, helices 1 to 3
assumed their native conformation first. Helix 4 formed individually in the early folding stage, but finding
the correct orientation relative to other helices is a slow process that involves possible kinetic traps [6]. The
folding pathway differences observed between λ∗YG and λ∗HG could result from point mutations, different
initial structures (pressure denatured state vs extend state), or simply could be a reflection of folding pathway
heterogeneity.
Pressure-jump experiments of λ∗YG revealed a 2∼3µs fast refolding phase. In comparison, it takes 80µs
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for the same protein to refold in temperature-jump experiments. What is responsible for the pressure-jump
induced fast protein refolding? One hypothesis to rationalize the folding speed difference is that pressure
denaturation disrupts the protein less severely than temperature does, which results in the denatured state
having a considerable amount of local secondary structure. We directly confirmed this hypothesis by showing
a significant recovery of the helical structure under high pressure after a high temperature and high pressure
unfolding simulation. The high pressure denatured state, therefore, could have more residual helical structure
than high temperature denatured state.
In addition to a microsecond fast folding phase, a millisecond slow phase was also observed in the pressure-
jump experiments. The current simulation only represents the fast folding phase with a 20µs folding time. It
does not explain what happened in the slow folding phase. By combining pressure-jump experiments and MD
simulations, we have previously concluded, for another λ-repressor mutant (λ∗YA), that the misplaced helices
in the loop region are responsible for the slow folding [7]. The details fo the simulations and experiment
will be discussed in next section. In agreement with our conclusion on λ∗YA, when the protein takes the
fast folding pathway observed in the λ∗YG simulation presented here, the helices accumulate in the loop
region of λ∗YG to a much less degree than what is observed in λ∗YA simulation. The successful folding
of helices 2 and 3 rapidly eliminates the helical overshoot in the loop 1. Since λ∗YG and λ∗YA share the
same sequence in the loop region, we speculate that the same misplaced helices could occur in some of the
λ∗YG population in pressure-jump experiments which will result in a slow folding phase. Complementing the
previous results on slow refolding of λ∗YA, the present study reveals the other side of the coin by providing
the direct evidence for the existence of the pressure-jump induced fast refolding pathway.
Although the protein folded successfully upon pressure jump in the simulation, there is a folding time
discrepancy between experiment and simulation. The folding time in the simulation is ∼20µs, which is
shorter than 80µs in temperature-jump experiments, but slower than 2∼3µs in pressure-jump experiments.
One possible explanation lies on the different initial states for the refolding. We used high-temperature for
a short period of time (0.15µs) to accelerate the unfolding in the simulation. Although we equilibrated the
protein for 1µs after the heat shock, the time may still be insufficient for the protein to return the state
similar to the high-pressure denatured state. This explanation is well aligned with our previous conclusion
that folding time difference in pressure-jump experiments and temperature-jump experiments results form
the different denatured states that these two experiments generated. One should also acknowledge the danger
of discussing folding time for the simulations which describe a single folding event. However, the current
study paves the way to performing pressure-jump simulations with more computational resources.
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3.3 Slow folding of λ∗YA mutant induced by pressure jump
We used λ-repressor YG mutant as a model system to study pressure-jump induced fast folding as described
in the previous section. In this section, we investigate the origin of the millisecond slow folding phase, also
induced by pressure jump.
The model system is the helix-stabilized five-helix bundle protein λ∗YA, the Y22W/Q33Y/G46,48A
mutant of λ-repressor fragment 685. The glycines-to-alanines substitution stabilizes helix 3 of the protein
(Fig. 1.1; thus, helices 1, 3, and 4 have high stability [28]. Stable helical structure in small peptides is difficult
to pressure-denature [109], even though secondary structure, whose stability is assisted by tertiary contacts,
denatures easily when the tertiary contacts are disrupted. With the high stability of helices 1, 3, and 4 in
λ∗YA, we expect a relatively helix-rich unfolded coil on P-denaturation of λ∗YA.
When pressure-jump experiments are performed on λ∗YA, in addition to a microsecond phase, a slower
1.4-ms phase during refolding to the native state is observed. Unlike temperature denaturation, pressure
denaturation produces a highly reversible helix-coil-rich state. This difference highlights the importance of
the denatured initial condition in folding experiments and leads us to assign a compact nonnative helical
trap as the reason for slower pressure-jumpinduced refolding.
It was found experimentally that pressure-denatured λ∗YA is very different from temperature-denatured
λ∗YA, offering an opportunity to study the effect of the initial denatured state on refolding. Pressure
unfolding induces a mix of helix and coil conformations, and it is reversible at all pressures used in the
high-pressure experiments. In contrast, high temperature causes aggregation or populates extended (β-like)
structure at high denaturant concentration. The microsecond resolution pressure-jump refolding experiment
reveals a 1.4-ms “slow” phase, in addition to a microsecond “burst” phase. Based on residual helical structure
in the pressure-denatured state as measured by IR spectroscopy, It is suggested that the slowdown is due to
a trap with nonnative helix, which does not exist in the temperature-denatured state.
To investigate the plausibility of this assignment further, we calculated over 50 µs of explicit solvent MD
trajectories using four different force fields. First, λ∗YA was denatured at high temperature and pressure in
silico. With CHARMM27 and 22* force fields, refolding trajectories after a downward pressure-jump reveal
a likely culprit for the slow phase: misplaced helical structure where there should be loops connecting helices
in the native state. Such nonnative helix forms rapidly via local interactions and then traps the protein in
compact states because incorrect loops lead to incorrect packing of the native-like helices. By identifying
loop regions with nonnative helix propensity, we predict mutation sites that could reduce the slow recovery
from the misplaced helix traps. CHARMM36 and AMBER99-SB do not rapidly form compact helix-rich
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Figure 3.8: Structural characterization of λ-repressor unfolding trajectory at high pressure and high temperature using three
different force fields: CHARMM27 [82], CHARMM36 [117], and AMBER-99SB [118]. Cα-RMSD values have been calculated
relative to the crystal structure 3KZ3 [14]; α/β content is the fraction of residues that are in the α-helical conformation
(black dot) and α-sheet conformation (red dot), respectively; Rgyr refers to the radius of gyration. The average native values,
calculated from a 150-ns equilibrium simulation of the native structure at T = 325K and P = 1 bar, are shown as green solid
lines. The unfolding simulation started from the crystal structure λ-repressor fragment at T = 325K and the pressure gradually
increased in 0.15 µs from 1 bar to 5k bar as indicated by the colored background; then the temperature was increased to
525K and maintained for another 0.15 µs to completely unfold the protein while keeping the pressure at 5k bar. The resulting
λ-repressor conformation at the end of the pressurizing simulation and the denatured state at the end of the high temperature
unfolding simulation are shown at the top.
states after the pressure-jump. The initial state before the jump is not to blame: CHARMM27 and 22* form
helical traps even when they start out with initial conditions from AMBER-99SB.
Nonnative transient helix en route to the native state has been observed many times under cryogenic
conditions [89], but it now can be studied in pressure-jump experiments at room temperature and 1 bar.
Although helix overshoots in MD simulations may be due to force field bias [18], the misplaced helical
structure may occur experimentally also. Microsecond pressure-jump studies can contribute to the continued
calibration and improvement of force fields by providing an alternative initial ensemble to temperature
denaturation.
3.3.1 Results
P-Denaturation and P-Jump Refolding Probed by MD Simulation. To probe protein refolding on
downward pressure-jump with atomistic detail, we carried out all-atom MD simulations in explicit solvent
with four force fields: CHARMM27 [82], CHARMM22* [119], CHARMM36 [117] and AMBER-99SB [118].
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Figure 3.9: Folding simulation of λ∗YA during pressure-drop. (Upper) Structures from the two trajectories. The high-pressure
simulations were carried out at T=325K and P=5kbar (blue zone) and lasted for 1µs, followed by a 0.15-µs pressure-drop
to 1 bar (white zone). (Lower) Refolding (8.85µs) was simulated at T=325K and P=1bar. Central carbon atom root mean
square deviation (Cα-RMSD) values were calculated relative to the crystal structure (PDB ID code 3KZ3) [14]. The fraction
of residues in α-helix (gray) and β-sheet (red) conformations is shown. Rgyr is the the radius of gyration. The native mean
values (green solid lines, except red for -fraction) are from a 0.15-µs equilibrium simulation of the native structure at T=325K
and P=1bar.
Initial denatured structures at 325K and 5 kbar were created by a 0.3-µs heating/pressurization protocol,
described in the previous section (Fig. 3.1). Protein unfolding under high pressure is a slow process which
can take minutes and even hours (the experiments take ∼1/2 hour to raise the pressure to 1.2 kbar). As
expected, the λ∗YA did not change much when the pressure increased from 1 bar to 5 kbar in 0.15 µs.
The high pressure slightly disrupted the helical structure (Fig. 3.8). The protein became more compact and
structurally closer to the crystallized native state at high pressure than what observed in the equilibrium
simulation of the native state at T=325 K and P=1 bar (green line in Fig. 3.8). To accelerate the unfolding
process in simulations, we introduced high temperature of 525 K into the system. The protein completely
unfolded in another 0.15 µs with a maximum root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 23 A˚ compared to the
native state. The α-helical content dropped to 20–30% compared to 60–70% in the native state. A high-
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Figure 3.10: Simulation of λ∗YA during pressure drop using CHARMM36 [117] and AMBER-99SB [118] force fields. Top:
structures from the two trajectories. The high pressure simulations start with 1 µs at 325 K and 5 kbar (blue zone), followed
by 0.15 µs pressure drop to 1 bar (white zone). 8.85 µs of refolding were simulated at 1 bar and 325 K. Cα-root mean square
deviations were calculated relative to the crystal structure 3KZ3 [14]. α/β-content is the fraction of residues that are in the
α-helical and β-sheet conformation, respectively. Rgyr is the unsolvated radius of gyration. The native values are defined by
the mean values (green solid line) of the 150-ns equilibrium simulation of the native structure at T = 325K and P = 1 bar.
pressure and high-temperature denatured state at the end of the unfolding simulation is shown in Fig. 3.8.
The high-pressure-high-temperature denatured state at the end of the unfolding simulation was taken as
starting structure for two independent high pressure equilibrium simulations (1 µs each). The pressure then
dropped from 5 kbar to 1 bar in 0.15 µs. The resulting high pressure denatured states from such simulations
can have more α-helical element as shown in the second set of simulation. Although neither simulations
refolding into the native state, the two simulations exhibited two types of signature events in the early
stage of protein folding: in the first set of simulation, the protein collapsed into more compact structures as
evidenced by the decrease of radius of gyration Rgyr ; in the second set of simulation, the protein undergoes
large structure transitions as suggested by the spikes in the time course of the Rgyr .
Two fast pressure drops were simulated with CHARMM27 (Fig. 3.9). Analogous results for CHARMM36
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Figure 3.11: Secondary structure throughout the two refolding trajectories using CHARMM27 force field [82]. The secondary
structure of the crystal structure is shown at the beginning as a reference. Color coding for secondary structure is shown at
the top.
and AMBER99-SB are shown in Fig. 3.10. The two refolding trajectories in Fig. 3.9 collapse rapidly into
structures with near-native radii of gyration, making occasional excursions to a larger size in the search for
the native state. Both accumulate nonnative helical structure within 2 µs after the pressure-jump (Fig. 3.11).
The first trajectory yields a compact helical globule. The second trajectory produces a conformation much
closer to the native state, with helices 1–3 formed and packed into the correct native orientation (Fig. 3.11).
However, helix 4 is threaded through the ring formed by helices 13, creating a knotted conformation (Fig. 3.9,
Upper Right). In Fig. 3.12, the α-helical propensity for each residue is given based on the time percentage
spent in α-helical conformation in the last 8 µs of each simulation. Both trajectories form non-native helix,
where there should be turns or loops in the native state (red arrows in Fig. 3.12). A compact trap with helix
misplaced into loops that persists for >10 µs is consistent with the experimental data of a slowly (1.4ms)
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refolding state formed from a helix-coil-rich denatured state right after the pressure-jump.
Figure 3.12: Residue-specic α-helical propensity calculated from the simulations in Fig. 3.9 (black, rst simulation; green, second
simulation). The helical percentage was dened as the time percentage each residue spent in α-helical conformation during the
last 8µs of refolding simulation. The secondary structure of the crystal structure is shown as a color-coded background, and the
sequence at the top, together with the red arrows, highlights turn/coil residues with >75% helix content in both simulations.
MD Simulations Using Different Force Fields. Protein dynamics in MD simulations depends on the
underlying force field. CHARMM27 with correction map [82] has a bias toward helical structure [18]. In
contrast, our CHARMM36 and AMBER-99SB simulations with the exact same protocol produce virtually
no helix in the initial denatured structure (Fig. 3.8), nor do they produce any native-like structure or a
helical trap on pressure-drop (Fig. 3.10).
We examined if the initial configuration of the protein is responsible for inability of helical structure
to form rapidly. We started with the AMBER-99SB denatured structures Fig. 3.8 and then simulated the
pressure-drop with CHARMM27 and CHARMM22* force fields at T=325K and P=1bar (Fig. 3.13). The
CHARMM22* force field has both folded helical-rich protein and β-rich protein [30]. Although there is
almost no helix left in the initial configuration, the helix recovered to near-native value in less than 1 µs
with CHARMM27. In a 10-µs simulation using CHARMM22*, helix content becomes significant, although
it never exceeds the native value. Like CHARMM27, CHARMM22* exhibits a nonnative helical propensity
in several turn/coil residues (M42, G43, A56, L57, and N58), as shown in Fig. 3.14.
CHARMM22* and CHARMM27 are thus most consistent with our experimental data. Although there
is a strong helical bias in the CHARMM27 force field, another variant of λ-repressor was folded successfully
in a high-temperature enhanced sampling MD simulation using CMARMM27 force field [6]. The high
temperature used in the current study likely compensates for the helical bias in the force field to match up
best with the experiment.
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Figure 3.13: Simulation of λ∗YA refolding using CHARMM27 [82] and CHARMM22* [119] force fields. Both simulations start
from the resulting conformation of pressure-drop simulation in which AMBER-99SB force field was used (i.e. AMBER-99SB
force field 1.15 µs conformation in Fig. 3.10). Cα-root mean square deviations were calculated relative to the crystal structure
3KZ3 [14]. α/β-content is the fraction of residues that are in the α-helical and β-sheet conformation, respectively. Rgyr is the
radius of gyration. The native values are defined by the mean values (green solid line) of the 150-ns equilibrium simulation of
the native structure at T = 325K and P = 1 bar.
3.3.2 Discussions
Fast-folding experiments and simulation have converged to the point where several small proteins folding
equilibria have been observed in silico and validated by kinetic, structural, and thermodynamic experimental
data [30, 6, 81]. The same small model proteins, under the right conditions, now offer the opportunity to
study delays in folding caused by a frustrated free energy landscape or transient aggregation. The advantage
of these model proteins is that their misfolding processes can also be quite rapid, and are thus amenable to
simulation [29].
The formation of helical secondary structure requires only local i to i + 4 contacts. Thus, it is not
surprising that helical intermediates that trap proteins en route to the native state have been reported for a
wide variety of proteins [120]. However, these excess helix traps have generally been observed under cryogenic
conditions.
Here, we provide experimental and computational evidence that the five-helix bundle λ∗YA can get
trapped transiently in states with misplaced helix at room temperature and 1 bar, when folding is initiated
from the pressure-denatured state. Pressure unfolding experiments revealed a highly reversible denatured
ensemble with helix-coil composition, and ultrafast pressure-jump refolding from this ensemble detected a
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1.4-ms phase in addition to a microsecond phase. All-atom MD simulations show that after a pressure-jump,
refolding trajectories can get stuck in structures with helix misplaced into loops for >8 µs. MD results for
CHARMM27 and CHARMM22* are consistent with some fraction of the λ∗YA population being trapped in
a state containing nonnative helix within <3 µs, from which it recovers in ∼1.4 ms according to experiment
(possibly slowed further by transient aggregation). This refolding pathway is very different from refolding
out of the thermally denatured state; in that state, the protein folds in <100 µs [115] and, if not, it either
aggregates irreversibly or is trapped in a state with extended (β-like) structure, based on simulation [29] and
thermal titrations [21].
Figure 3.14: Residue-specific α-helical propensity of the refolding simulation using CHARMM22** [119] in Fig. 3.13. The helical
percentage was defined as the time percentage each residue spent in a α-helical conformation during the last 8 µs of refolding
simulation. The secondary structure of the crystal structure is shown as a color-coded background, and the sequence at the top
highlights turn/coil residues with >75% helix content in the simulations using CHARMM27 force field (see Fig. 3.12).
Even for a helix bundle such as λ-repressor (6-85), there can be too much of a good thing. When
non-native helix encroaches on turns, it renders them unable to align the secondary structure elements so
that they can assemble into the proper native tertiary structure. The “knotted” state in Fig. 3.9 is a good
example. Fig. 3.12 highlights in red the turn/coil regions of λ∗YA that are particularly prone to forming
nonnative helix. In both simulations, L31, S32, M42, G43, A56, L57, and N58 exhibit >80% average helical
populations. The helical propensity for these residues is A¿LM¿S¿N¿G. Thus, we propose that helix-breaking
mutations L31G, M42G, A56G, and L57G in particular could reduce the transient trapping of λ-repressor
fragment when it refolds from the pressure-denatured state.
Pressure denaturation of fast folders could provide a rich test bed for calibrating force fields against
experimental data, by looking at transient nonnative structure in addition to native structure. T he advantage
of small fast folders in this regard is that such nonnative structures can form and dissolve on time scales
accessible to full atom simulation, enabling comparisons of mechanism beyond rate coefficients, stability, or
native structure.
As demonstrated here, one can gain tremendous information from pressure-jump simulations. However,
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limitations do exist. First, limited computational resource only allow the production of a single to few
trajectories, preventing one from drawing a statistical conclusion, as seen in the case of folding time. Thus,
experimentally testable predictions should always be made based on the simulation to see if the simulation
samples a rare event. Second, the bias towards a certain kind of secondary structure has been observed in the
current generation of force fields [17, 18, 121]. We used the CHARMM22 force field with CMAP correction
in the simulations [83, 82, 122]. Although it has been shown that this force field has a helical bias [17, 18],
we have used it to fold a fast folding mutant (λ∗HG) of λ-repressor [6]. The high temperature (325K) used
in the current study has a destabilizing effect on the helical structure, which can help in balancing the helical
bias to some extent. Third, chemical denaturant (GuHCl) was used in the experiment to help unfold the
protein at the pressure of thousands of bars. The simulations, on the other hand, utilized high temperature
to accelerate the unfolding process. Finally, all force fields are parametrized at the ambient temperature and
pressure. However, the unfolding simulations were performed at extremely high temperature and pressure to
generate the denatured state for refolding simulation. High temperature has been widely used to denature
proteins in MD simulation. Since the inter-atomic interaction strengths are much less sensitive to pressure
changes than temperature changes in the ranges chosen for our simulations [96], we do expect that the high
pressure simulation is still accurate enough to yield useful information.
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Chapter 4
Flow-induced β-hairpin folding of the
glycoprotein Ibα β-switch
Reproduced in part with permission from Xueqing Zou, Yanxin Liu, Zhongzhou Chen, Gloria Ines Ca´rdenas-
Jiro´n, Klaus Schulten. Flow-induced β-hairpin folding of the Glycoprotein Ibα β-switch. Biophysical Journal,
99(4):1182-1191. Copyright 2010 Elsevier.
4.1 Introduction
In additional to being a spontaneous process, protein folding can also be modulated through external factors,
such as flow, light, or mechanical force. Flow-induced shear has been identified as a regulatory driving force
in blood clotting. Shear induces β-hairpin folding of the glycoprotein Ibα β-switch which increases affinity for
binding to the von Willebrand factor, a key step in blood clot formation and wound healing. Through 2.1-µs
MD simulations, we investigate the kinetics of flow-induced β-hairpin folding. Simulations sampling different
flow velocities reveal that under flow, β-hairpin folding is initiated by hydrophobic collapse, followed by inter-
strand hydrogen-bond formation and turn formation. Adaptive biasing force simulations are employed to
determine the free energy required for extending the unfolded β-switch from a loop to an elongated state.
Lattice and freely jointed chain models illustrate how the folding rate depends on the entropic and enthalpic
energy, the latter controlled by flow. The results reveal that the free energy landscape of the β-switch has
two stable conformations imprinted on it, namely, loop and hairpinwith flow inducing a transition between
the two.
Other prior studies identified three general steps in β-hairpin folding, namely, hydrophobic collapse, turn
formation and interstrand hydrogen bond formation. However, which step initiates the folding is still under
debate [123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130]. The “hydrophobic collapse” mechanism suggests that early
hydrophobic cluster formation nucleates the β-hairpin folding [123], while the “zipper” mechanism suggests
that nucleation is initiated by turn formation, and followed by subsequent hydrophobic interactions [124].
In addition, a “broken zipper” mechanism, in which long-range hydrophobic interactions form more readily
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than the short-range ones, has been observed recently [130]. In our study, the GPIbα β-switch offers a very
small, namely, 17 amino acids long, oligopeptide sensor system on which flow-induced β-hairpin folding can
be studied readily and in detail.
4.2 Results
This section is based on the simulations (listed in Table 4.1) of β-hairpin folding of the β-switch region
of GPIbα. We examine first the time evolution of β-hairpin folding and establish the rate of the loop →
β-hairpin transition. We then characterize the folding kinetics of β-hairpin folding under different flow
velocities. ABF simulations were conducted to calculate the free energy between loop state and elongated
state of the β-switch. Finally, a coarse 2D lattice model and a freely-jointed chain model are invoked to
describe the flow-dependent entropy-enthalpy balance in β-hairpin folding.
Name Type Flow velocity Special parameters Time (ns)
A1-A20 EQ 0 m/s - 20
B1-B20 EQ 25 m/s - 60
C1-C20 EQ 50 m/s - 20
D EQ 0 m/s - 20
E1 ABF 0 m/s 10 A˚ - 13 A˚ 3
E2 ABF 0 m/s 13 A˚ - 18 A˚ 5
E3 ABF 0 m/s 18 A˚ - 23 A˚ 5
E4 ABF 0 m/s 23 A˚ - 28 A˚ 5
F1 ABF 25 m/s 10 A˚ - 13 A˚ 3
F2 ABF 25 m/s 13 A˚ - 18 A˚ 5
F3 ABF 25 m/s 18 A˚ - 23 A˚ 5
F4 ABF 25 m/s 23 A˚ - 28 A˚ 5
G1 ABF 50 m/s 10 A˚ - 13 A˚ 3
G2 ABF 50 m/s 13 A˚ - 18 A˚ 5
G3 ABF 50 m/s 18 A˚ - 23 A˚ 5
G4 ABF 50 m/s 23 A˚ - 28 A˚ 5
Table 4.1: Summary of glycoprotein Ibα β-switch simulations. Under the column “Type”, “EQ” denotes an equilibrium
molecular dynamics simulation, “ABF” denotes adaptive biasing force.
Time evolution of β-hairpin folding. Altogether sixty simulations were carried out to investigate β-
hairpin folding under different flow conditions. Fig. 4.1 shows the time evolution of twenty 60 ns simulations
with 25 m/s-flow and twenty 20 ns simulations with 50 m/s-flow. Under 25 m/s flow, β-hairpin folding
completed in five trajectories (B4, B10, B14, B16 and B18) during 60 ns simulation time, while under
50 m/s-flow, ten trajectories (C1, C2, C4, C5, C9, C10, C12, C13, C14 and C16) showed β-hairpin folding
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Figure 4.1: Time evolution of interstrand hydrogen bond formation under 25 m/s-flow and 50 m/s-flow. Colors indicate the
number of interstrand hydrogen bonds established (see color bar on right). 25 m/s-flow (left) induced five β-hairpin foldings
in 60 ns (B4, B10, B14, B16 and B18). 50 m/s-flow (right) induced ten β-hairpin foldings in 20 ns (C1, C2, C4, C5, C9, C10,
C12, C13, C14, C16).
during 20 ns. Obviously, β-hairpin formation occurs spontaneously under strong enough flow. Fig. 4.2 shows
histograms of the β-switch length distribution and of interstrand hydrogen bond formation for flow velocities
of 0 m/s, 25 m/s and 50 m/s in 20 ns. At zero velocity, the length of the β-switch fluctuated around 12 A˚,
no hydrogen bonds formed; for flows of 25 m/s and 50 m/s the average extension was 18 A˚ and 20 A˚,
respectively, which indicates that the β-switch prefers to adopt an elongated conformation under flow, while
it prefers a loop conformation without flow. In the simulations, the β-switch often did not form a complete
β-hairpin, i.e., one containing all five possible hydrogen bonds; instead, a partial β-hairpin containing only
2-4 hydrogen bonds often formed at 25 m/s-flow and 50 m/s-flow. As shown in Fig. 4.2b, in 20 ns, for
25 m/s flow, 70% β-switches formed 3 -5 hydrogen bonds, while for 50 m/s-flow 80% β-switches formed 4-5
hydrogen bonds.
Flow velocity-dependence of hairpin folding kinetics. Flow exerts a dragging force on the β-switch
and causes backbone dihedrals to rotate in the direction that increases the length of the β-switch and benefits
interstrand hydrogen bonding.For each flow velocity, we calculated the distribution of β-switch length and
number of interstrand hydrogen bonds using all twenty trajectories. Fig. 4.3a shows how the speed of
extension of the β-switch increases with flow velocity. For flow at 50 m/s velocity, the average length of the
β-switch increased to 20.5 A˚ in 10 ns; for flow at 25 m/s velocity, its average length reached 18.5 A˚ around
20 ns and kept increasing slowly over the next 40 ns; without flow, the average length fluctuated around
13 A˚, which implies that the β-switch remained in a loop conformation.
The interstrand hydrogen bond formation seen in our simulations is consistent with the extension of
the β-switch under different flow velocities. As shown in Fig. 4.3b, the speed of hydrogen bond formation
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Figure 4.2: Hairpin formation statistics for 60 simulations. (a) Length distribution under different flow conditions. (b) Inter-
strand hydrogen bonds formed under different flow conditions.
increased with faster flow. The average number of hydrogen bonds increased within 20 ns from 0 to 3.2
under 50 m/s flow. Flow at 25 m/s yielded in twenty simulations on average only 2 hydrogen bonds per
trajectory during the first 20 ns. During the next 40 ns, the average number of hydrogen bonds increased
to 3.2.
Folding mechanism. Backbone rotation and side chain packing are two steps involved in β-hairpin folding
as demonstrated for the β-switch before [58] and for β-hairpin folding in genenal [129], but the key factor
initiating β-hairpin folding is still under debate [128, 125]. In case of the GPIbα β-switch, the ends of the
β-switch are constrained by other parts of the protein, and its folding mechanism may be different from that
of free β-hairpins. To elucidate flow-induced β-hairpin folding of the β-switch, we analyzed the formation of
the hairpin turn and the formation of interstrand hydrogen bonds as well as the side chain packing of key
residues.
There are four residues (GLY233, VAL 234, ASP235 and VAL236) involved in the turn formation and
three pairs of residues (VAL229-THR240, LYS231-ALA238 and GLY233-VAL236) establish five interstrand
hydrogen bonds.As shown in Fig. 4.4, under 50 m/s-flow, the side chain packing happened first and was
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Figure 4.3: Flow velocity-dependent β-switch extension and interstrand hydrogen bond formation. (a) compares the extension
of the β-switch under 0 m/s flow, 25 m/s flow and 50 m/s flow. (b) shows the different rate of interstrand hydrogen bond
formation. For each velocity, twenty trajectories were used to calculate mean value and deviation.
followed by interstrand hydrogen bond formation and G233-V234-D235-V236 (GVDV) turn formation. The
folding pathway to the β-hairpin is similar in ten trajectories: side chain packing of residues locating at the
open end of the β-switch started the folding process; hydrogen bonds also formed from left to right; the
GVDV turn formed after side chain packing was completed; the closed end hydrogen bond (236O-233HN)
became established after GVDV turn formation, as the last step of β-hairpin completion. Under 25 m/s-flow,
five simulations (B4, B10, B14, B16 and B18) showed a similar folding pathway.
Secondary structure throughout fifteen β-hairpin folding trajectoriesshows a similar order of events along
the folding pathway: the interstrand hydrogen bonds formed from the open end to the closed end of the
β-switch. The turn formed before the establishment of the closed end hydrogen bond.In some simulations, in-
stead of the GVDV turn another turn formed initially, for example, in simulations C9 and C13, one involving
residue LYS237. This wrongly formed turn disturbed interstrand hydrogen bond formation, until eventually
the correct GVDV turn formed which permitted completion of β-hairpin folding. In all trajectories, the
GVDV turn was stable after its formation.
Interstrand water molecules. Water plays a major role in modulating the weak interactions in biological
systems. In the case of β-hairpin folding, before hydrogen bond acceptor and donor from each chain approach
each other, water molecules interact with the respective polar atoms, hindering interstrand hydrogen bond
formation. When the β-switch adopts a loop state, the area between interstrands is large enough to permit
a number of water molecules to be in contact with polar atoms, as shown in Fig. 4.5, a and b. Under flow
conditions, the β-switch is stretched in the direction of the flow, and as a result, the interstrand area becomes
small, such that only a few water molecules can permeate through the interstand area, as shown in Fig. 4.5,
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Figure 4.4: Progress in β-hairpin folding under 25 m/s flow and 50 m/s flow. Shown is the analysis of simulations at 25 m/s-
flow (left) and 50 m/s-flow (middle, right). The properties represented by each row are: (0) native contact between residue
VAL236 and GLY233 (close to turn); (1) native contact between residue ALA238 and LYS231 (middle); (2) native contact
between residue THR240 and VAL229 (close to the open end); (3) hydrogen bond 236O-233HN (close to turn); (4) hydrogen
bond 238HN-231O (middle); (5) hydrogen bond 240O-229HN (close to the open end); (6) turn formation; (7) five established
interstrand hydrogen bonds (folded β-hairpin).
c and d. In Fig. 4.5, e and f, no interstrand water molecule is observed in a folded β-hairpin.
To demonstrate the change in the number of interstrand water molecules when the β-switch undergoes
its conformational transition, we chose five typical trajectories for analysis. As shown in Fig. 4.5g, without
flow, the number of interstrand water molecules fluctuates around 20. With flow, the number of interstrand
water molecules drops significantly after the β-switch becomes stretched. In case of a fully-folded β-hairpin,
no interstrand water molecule remains.
Thermal stability of folded β-hairpin. In our simulations, β-hairpins induced by flow remained stable
under the assumed flow conditions during simulation time. To find out if the flow is necessary for maintaining
the folded β-hairpin, we removed the flow after β-hairpin folding was complete, and continued the simulation
for another 20 ns. Without flow, the backbone of the β-switch was not stretched anymore, yet its length
did not decrease, as shown in Fig. 4.6. Hydrogen bonds remained stable, except for one hydrogen bond
(233HN-236O) that became temporarily broken for 4 ns. According to a secondary structure analysis, the
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Figure 4.5: Snapshots of water molecules surrounding the β-switch and number of water molecules between strands of the
β-switch in five selected simulations. (a and b) show that in the loop state, the two strands of the β-switch, shown in purple,
are separated by a number of water molecules. (c and d) show that in an elongated non-hairpin state, the number of water
molecules between the two strands is reduced, but a few water molecules remain present. (e and f) show that no water molecule
remains between the two strands in a folded β-hairpin. (g) shows the change of water molecules in five selected simulations,
in which the β-switch adopts three different conformations: random loop (brown), elongated loop (red and green), and folded
β-hairpin (blue and dark).
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Figure 4.6: Dynamics of a flow-induced β-hairpin when flow is switched off. The length of the β-switch is shown in the inset.
The secondary structure is shown at the bottom.
β-hairpin remained stable for most of the 20 ns. The fluctuation of hydrogen bond (233HN-236O) caused
a temporary unfolding at the closed end of the β-hairpin. When this hydrogen bond (233HN-236O) was
broken, the GVDV turn also disappeared. The observation that the open end of β-hairpin forms more readily
and is more stable than the closed end was also made by Lewandowska and his coworkers [130]. However,
even when thermal fluctuation induced partial unfolding of the β-hairpin, the β-switch restored the fully
folded β-hairpin spontaneously without flow.
Free energy barrier of β-hairpin formation. To investigate how flow influences the free energy land-
scape for β-switch extension, we performed ABF simulations to calculate, for different flow velocities, the
potential of mean force (PMF) accounting for stretching the β-switch. The state of length δ=10 A˚ defined
the reference energy ∆E =0.
Fig. 4.7 presents the free energy profiles for different flows. The free energy minimum for flow at 0 m/s
velocity is -21 kcal/mol, being located at 13 A˚; for 25 m/s it is -24 kcal/mol located at 18 A˚; for 50 m/s
velocity it is -27 kcal/mol located at 24 A˚. The results shown in Fig. 4.7 exhibit three important features: (i)
the free energy profile is clearly sensitive to the velocity of flow; (ii) the position of the free energy minimum
moves towards larger extension with increasing flow velocity; (iii) increased flow stabilizes the free energy
minimum connected with the elongated β-switch conformation.
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Figure 4.7: Potential of mean force profile for extending the β-switch from 10 A˚ to 28 A˚ at 0 m/s (red), 25 m/s (green) and
50 m/s (blue) flow velocity. The inset depicts two snapshots of the β-switch corresponding to free energy minima at zero
(orange) and 50 m/s flow (blue).
Lattice model and freely-jointed chain model. The flow-induced conformational change of the β-
switch reflected in the free energy profile ∆G(δ) shown in Fig. 4.7 comes about through two main contribu-
tions, an entropic and an enthalpic one. The entropic energy contribution accounts for a large number of
accessible conformations for small δ-values in contrast to a small number for large δ-values. Entropy clearly
favors small δ-values. The enthalpic contribution is due to flow that exerts forces extending the β-switch,
and favors large δ-values. Here we consider two basic models capturing the two contributions, focusing solely
on the entropic feature of the model. One is a coarse 2D lattice model, which gives a straightforward picture
of how flow changes the accessible conformational space of the β-switch. The other one is a freely-jointed
chain model, which provides a simple description of flow effect on stretching the β-switch. The combina-
tion of MD simulation, lattice model and freely-jointed chain model shows the external force effect on the
entropy-enthalpy balance of the β-switch at three levels of resolution.
Fig. 4.8a shows results obtained from the lattice model. The stretching force completely changes the
accessible conformational space of the peptide chain. At zero force, the peptide chain adopts conformations
symmetric around x = 0. When a force is applied, the preferred accessible conformational space is greatly
reduced, only conformations extending far in the +x-direction being accessible. The magnitude of the force
determines the average x-projection length of the conformation: under 10 pN force, the peptide chain adoptes
a length of 18 A˚; and under 20 pN force a length around 20 A˚.
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Figure 4.8: Results of 2D lattice model and freely-jointed chain model of the β-switch. (a) Force effect on the entropy of the
β-switch as shown by the lattice model. x presents the x-projection length of the peptide chain. (b) Tip end distribution
Q(~δ ) calculated from freely-jointed chain model for zero flow and Q˜(~δ ) for flow described through forces f = 10 pN and f =
20 pN in the x, y-plane, i.e., for z = 0. The circles circumscribe the spherical regions where the probability to find the tip of
the β-switch is 90 %. Random positions of the β-switch tip are shown for the 20 pN force case. Both models show that the
enthalpic contribution stemming from flow changes the accessible conformational space of the β-switch and makes the elongated
conformations more favorable.
In case of the freely-jointed chain model, presented in Fig. 4.8b, the distribution Q˜(~δ ) shifts, in the x,
y-plane at z = 0 under the effect of flow, from a zero flow average δ value of 0 A˚ to values of 11 A˚ and 21 A˚
for f equal to 10 pN and 20 pN, respectively. For each applied force, the circles shown in Fig. 4.8b surround
the spherical volume over which the total probability of tip placement is 90%. For the sake of illustration,
we only show the distribution Q˜(~δ ) in the x, y-plane. Admittedly, the model adopted here for the β-switch
is very schematic, but it illustrates very well that the loop → β-hairpin transition of the β-switch involves a




In the present study, we have investigated a role of water flow on β-hairpin folding for the β-switch, a segment
of the protein GPIbα that acts as a sensor for blood flow in wound healing. Simulations have demonstrated
that under 25 m/s-flow and 50 m/s-flow the β-switch folds readily into a β-hairpin, but does not do so
without flow; the mechanism of the flow-induced folding has been identified.
Figure 4.9: Schematic representation of the free energy land-
scape of the β-switch under different flow conditions. U: un-
folded β-switch in loop state. F: folded β-hairpin. E: elongated
β-switch.
The present study corroborates and extends an
earlier study on the flow-induced loop → β-hairpin
transition of the β-switch [58]. The importance of
understanding the influence of environmental fac-
tors on protein folding, in case of proteins acting as
sensors in general, and of blood flow-sensing pro-
teins in wound healing in particular, warrants a
more detailed new investigation. The earlier study
demonstrated through sets of ten 20 ns-long simula-
tions at 50m/s-flow (starting from two geometries)
and one simulation at zero flow (for the wild-type
β-switch) how backbone dihedral rotation extends
the β-switch and alters the entropy-enthalpy bal-
ance such that flow renders the β-hairpin geome-
try more stable than the disordered loop ones. The
new study extended the number of the wild-type β-
switch MD simulations from 11 to 60, in particular,
adding twenty 60 ns-long simulations under 25 m/s-flow condition since flow velocity of 50 m/s far exceeds
natural blood speed. A new, advanced structure analysis of all sixty trajectories revealed further mechanis-
tic details for the β-hairpin folding, in particular, side-group packing and hydrophobic collapse extruding
interstrand water molecules at an early stage of the process.
A key new result is the potential of mean force for the extension of the β-switch. The potential, determined
through adaptive biasing force simulations [59, 60, 61] carried out at different flow speeds (0 m/s, 25 m/s,
50 m/s), shows a progressive stabilization of the β-hairpin geometry and a lowering of the free energy barrier
separating loop and β-hairpin geometries. The change in energy can be attributed to a shift of the balance
between entropic and enthalpic contributions. For this purpose, two models, a lattice model for the β-hairpin
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folding and a freely-jointed chain model, demonstrate clearly that under flow conditions only conformations
extending far in the flow-direction are accessible.
The findings can be summarized through the flow-dependent energy diagrams sketched in Fig. 4.9. A
key feature is here that even under zero flow both loop form and β-hairpin form are stable. Though the
β-hairpin form is only marginally stable, it does not readily unfold. This has been demonstrated in the new
study through a zero-flow simulation of the β-switch in a β-hairpin state.
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Chapter 5
Stepping mechanism of molecular
motor protein myosin VI
Reproduced in part with permission from (1) HyeongJun Kim, Jen Hsin, Yanxin Liu, Paul R. Selvin, and
Klaus Schulten. Formation of salt bridges mediates internal dimerization of myosin VI medial tail domain.
Structure, 18(11):1443-1449. Copyright 2010 Elsevier. (2) Yanxin Liu, Jen Hsin, HyeongJun Kim, Paul
R. Selvin, and Klaus Schulten. Extension of a three-helix bundle domain of myosin VI and key role of
calmodulins. Biophysical Journal, 100(12):2964-2973. Copyright 2010 Elsevier.
5.1 Introduction
Myosin is a superfamily of motor proteins found in all eukaryotic cells [131]. It converts chemical energy
from ATP hydrolysis to mechanical work that powers muscle contraction and directional movement along
actin filaments [131, 132, 133]. The actin-myosin catalytic cycle, according to the so-called swinging lever-
arm hypothesis [132], starts with ATP hydrolysis within the myosin motor domain in the absence of actin.
Subsequent interactions with actin filaments release Pi and MgADP [131, 134] and induce conformational
change in the myosin motor domain [135, 136, 137]. The conformational change within the motor domain is
amplified through a structural component called the converter subdomain [138, 139], leading to movement,
also known as the powerstroke, of the so-called lever arm–the latter forming an extended single α-helix
containing calmodulin (CaM) and CaM-like light-chain binding sites. The magnitude of the powerstroke, or
step size in the case of the processive motor protein, is determined by the length of the lever arm.
A unique member of the myosin superfamily is myosin VI [132, 133, 140, 141] as shown in Fig. 5.1.
Myosin VI is associated with several functions ranging from transport of vesicles during endocytosis [142],
maintenance of structure and function of the Golgi complex [143], and hair cell mechanics in hearing [144].
Intriguingly, whereas myosin VI isolated from cells is found in a stable monomeric conformation [145],
dimerization of myosin VI is observed upon either monomer clustering [146] or binding of cargo [147, 148].
Unlike other myosin motors that “walk” toward the plus- (or barbed) end of actin filaments, myosin VI
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moves in the opposite direction (i.e., toward the minus-end of actin filaments) [149, 150, 151]. As shown in
Fig. 5.1, myosin VI contains an actin filament-binding motor domain at the N-terminus that includes the
ATP binding site, a unique insert-2 domain that associates with a calmodulin (CaM); an IQ motif that binds
Ca2+-depleted calmodulin (apo-CaM); a proximal tail (PT) domain that forms a three-helix bundle as seen
crystallographically [152]; an α-helical [153] medial tail (MT) domain; a distal tail (DT) domain; and a cargo
binding domain (CBD) [147].
Figure 5.1: Structure of myosin VI. (Lower right) Schematic of the myosin VI dimer moving on an F-actin filament (light blue).
Myosin VI consists of an N-terminal motor domain (gray) followed by insert-2 and IQ motifs, which bind calmodulin (CaM;
pink) and apo-CaM (yellow), respectively, and are occluded in the schematic. The IQ motif is followed by the proximal tail (PT)
domain (blue), medial tail (MT) domain (green), and distal tail (DT) domain (orange). The C-terminal cargo binding domain
(CBD; purple) associates with the cargo. (Upper left) Expanded view of a portion of myosin VI in cartoon representation with
the same color scheme as in the lower-right schematic. Insert-2 (purple) and IQ motif (cyan) are shown explicitly. The model
shown was built by fusing two x-ray structures (PDB codes: 2BKI [151] and 3GN4 [152]). The PT domain (blue) is shown in
its extended form, i.e., with its three -helices extended to a full length of 12 nm, being capable then together with the dimer
partner of a 30∼36-nm step size (see text) [152]. The PT domain is also shown in its unextended, 4-nm-long, three-helix zig-zag
bundle form [152] in thin tube representation. The extended conformation of the PT domain shown is a key result from this
study.
There are two unique class-specific structural elements in myosin VI, namely insert-1 and insert-2. The
insert-1 element is located near the nucleotide pocket within the motor domain, and permits gating between
the two heads by impeding ATP binding [154, 155]. The insert-2 element, found between the motor domain
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and the lever arm, is responsible for the reversal in the direction of myosin VI movement. Myosin VI is also
known to take a large step size despite its short lever arm containing only two CaM binding sites; the step
size cannot be easily explained by the lever-arm hypothesis [132, 152, 156, 157].
This study asks how myosin VI dimers realize their observed step size of 30∼36 nm [150, 156, 158, 159,
160]. Two models [152, 161], compared in Fig. 5.2, suggest how the myosin VI structure permits a 30∼36-nm
step size. The models make contrary assumptions about the effective extension of myosin VI’s proximal tail
domain. As suggested in Fig. 5.1, the domains may either form a short (4 nm) three α-helix zig-zag bundle,
or (as investigated in the following) extend out to a 12-nm length. In the transition, starting from the
zig-zag bundle, the three -helices move past each other, extending from a 4-nm-long geometry to a geometry
of tripled length. In this zig-zag extension model, the MT domains of the myosin VI dimer form a tight
complex and, hence, cannot contribute to the step size (Fig. 5.2A); in the other model where the three
α-helices together span only 4 nm in length, the MT domains remain separated and, hence, contribute to
the step size (Fig. 5.2B).
Figure 5.2: Alternative geometries suggested for myosin VI stepping. (A) A model proposed in Mukherjea et al. [152] and
investigated in this study, which assumes dimerized medial tail (MT) domains (green) and extended proximal tail (PT) domains
(blue). (B) A model proposed in Spink et al. [161], which assumes dissociated MT domains and short PT domains (see Fig. 5.1).
Distal tail (DT) domain (orange) and cargo binding domain (CBD; purple) remain the same in the alternative models.
The suggested stepping geometries shown in Fig. 5.2 differ in two respects: complex formation or not
between the MT domains; and zig-zag extension or not of the three-helix bundle PT domain. Mukherjea et
al. [152] have shown that (1) Myosin VI constructs with the distal-tail and cargo-binding domains truncated
dimerize and step processively, suggesting that dimerization can occur below the distal-tail domain. (2)
Fluorescence quenching with two TMR fluorophores labeled at T845 (in helix I) and A880 (in helix II)
demonstrates that the PT domain transforms from a compact to an extended conformation. (3) Deletion of
the last two helices of the PT domain greatly reduces the step size of myosin VI.
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5.2 Dimerization of myosin VI medial tail domain
Figure 5.3: Schematic diagram of myosin VI construct.The se-
quence of the MT domain is displayed on the right. Blue,
red, and green colors denote positively and negatively charged
residues and hydrophobic residues, respectively.
Despite its short lever arm, myosin VI can take a
large step (30∼36 nm) [151, 159, 156] with a broad
step size distribution [158]. Owing to the conforma-
tional rearrangement of the converter domain itself
in the prepowerstroke state [157], myosin VI has a
large (12∼18 nm) powerstroke size [162, 145, 157,
163]. Yet, the large average step size is difficult to
explain in the context of the short lever arm. It has
been suggested that the MT domain consists of a
stiff, ∼10-nm long, stable single α helix (SAH) with
a 15 nm persistence length and provides myosin VI
with the additional extension required for the ob-
served large step [161, 153, 164]. However, recently
it is demonstrated that the MT domain is actively
involved in myosin VI dimerization and does not
contribute to the myosin VI step size. Instead, ex-
tension needed for the large step size should derive
from an unfolding of the three-helix bundle of the
PT domain that occurs upon myosin VI dimeriza-
tion [152]. In the present study, we investigate the
dimerization properties of the MT domain.
The most prominent property of the MT domain
(residue numbers 913∼980) is that it exhibits a pattern of four positive residues followed by four negative
residues, called the ER/K motif, that is repeated, except for a few hydrophobic residues near the N-terminal
side of the MT domain (Fig. 5.3). We hypothesized that these hydrophobic residues act as a hydrophobic
core, forming a short coiled coil [152]. In the present study, we investigate how far the ER/K motif contributes
to the dimerization of the myosin VI MT domain.
For this purpose, we employ molecular dynamics (MD) and experimental single-molecule methods.
Dimerization of α-helical proteins has been investigated previously using MD [165, 166] and we adopt a
similar treatment in the present investigation.
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Figure 5.4: Dimerization of the myosin VI MT domain (907∼980). (A) Spontaneous self-association of the MT segments
in a 1µs coarse-grained simulation. The MT segments are colored according to residue type (red: negatively charged; blue:
positively charged; white: hydrophobic; green: polar). (B-D) (B) All-atom equilibrium MD of the MT dimer over a 50 ns
duration. The dimer is seen to be stable with a significant buried molecular surface area (black trace in C). The red trace in
(C) is the buried molecular surface area of the hydrophobic residues. The MT dimer contact map is shown in (D), with five
observed salt bridges displayed in the insets. The main interhelical interactions are seen to lie below the diagonal, indicating a
vertical offset between the helices that can be also recognized in (B); the diagonal in the contact map is indicated by a dashed
line.
Our MD simulation results confirm indeed that positive and negative residues across different monomers
can interact to form a stable homodimer. In order for this to happen, the two identical monomers must
assume, however, a spatial offset with respect to each other, such that positive residues on one monomer
interact with negative residues on the other. In agreement with the simulation, experimental data support
the key roles of Coulomb attraction between positive and negative residues participating in myosin VI
dimerization. It is observed, furthermore, that mutations of hydrophobic residues on the MT domain do not
abolish myosin VI dimerization, suggesting that Coulomb attraction in the form of salt bridges is the major
contributor to dimerization. This conclusion is also supported by calculations of dimerization energies.
5.2.1 Results
Myosin VI MT Domain Is Capable of Self-Association. It was suggested that the myosin VI MT do-
main undergoes dimerization both in the case of a truncated 991 construct (residues 1∼991) [146], which does
not have a cargo-binding domain, and in the case of a further truncated 940 construct (residues 1∼940) [152].
To discern how the MT domain dimerized, MD calculations were carried out for two constructs of the MT
domain, a full MT domain segment consisting of residues 907∼980 and a truncated MT domain segment
consisting of residues 907∼940. First, a microsecond simulation was conducted starting with two free MT
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Figure 5.5: Recovery of all-atom resolution from a RBCG representation. A helix dimer in RBCG representation is shown in (a),
with one helix shown in orange and the other colored by residue type (red: negatively charged; blue: positively charged; white:
hydrophobic; green: polar). The RBCG beads are first converted to atoms by placing the center of mass position of a group
of atoms to that of a corresponding bead, as shown in (b). Bond distortions in the all-atom representation can be seen after
this step, displayed in the inset. The proper bond lengths can be regained through annealing cycles as shown in (c). However,
secondary structure of the protein is unlikely to recover fully this way. The annealed structure in (c) is then used to generate
an artificial electron density map, shown in (d). Two all-atom protein segments, shown in purple and orange in (e), with the
correct secondary (i.e., α-helical) structure are placed in the density map by rigid-body docking, and then Molecular Dynamic
Flexible Fitting (MDFF) is applied to steer the protein into the map, as shown in (f). The resulting structure, displayed in (g),
has the correct secondary structure characteristics, while also matching the conformation defined by the RBCG representation
in (a).
segments, initially separated by 30 A˚ (Fig. 5.4A. This simulation was performed in a so-called residue-based
coarse-grained (RBCG) representation, which permits surveying of the microsecond timescale relevant for
self-assembly processes [66, 67]. During the simulation, the two MT domain segments were seen to associate
after 500 ns starting from their N-terminal ends, with the association reaching the C-terminal ends around
950 ns. To investigate the molecular interactions driving the association, all-atom resolution was recovered
from the coarse-grained representation and the system then was subjected to a 50 ns equilibrium MD simu-
lation (Fig. 5.4B). The recovery procedure from a RBCG representation to all-atom resolution is explained
in Fig. 5.5. During this simulation, the still separated C-terminal ends were seen to also associate, complet-
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ing the dimerization as recognized through a rise of buried molecular surface between the two associating
segments (Fig. 5.4C).
Figure 5.6: Dimerization of the truncated MT domain (residue 907∼940). (a) Spontaneous self-association of the MT segments
in a 1-µs RBCG simulation. The MT segments are colored according to residue type. (b) All-atom MD of the MT dimer over a
50-ns duration. The dimer is seen to be stable with a significant buried molecular surface (black trace in (c)). The red trace in
(c) is the buried molecular surface of the hydrophobic residues. The MT dimer contact map is shown in (d), with three observed
salt-bridges displayed in the insets. The significant inter-helical interactions are seen to lie consistently below the i=j diagonal,
denoted by a dashed line, indicating a vertical offset between the helices as also seen in the case of the 907∼980 construct.
A vertical offset developed between the MT domain segments, with one segment positioned few residues
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above the other. This offset was identified also in the contact map between the two segments, depicted
in Fig. 5.4D, highlighting the key inter-segment interactions. The map shows the region of high molecular
interaction to be consistently shifted below the diagonal, the shift corresponding to the vertical offset men-
tioned. The shift brings the charged residues in one segment in contact with oppositely charged residues of
the other segment, permitting thereby formation of salt bridges. Indeed, five salt bridges are seen to form
in the modeled MT domain dimer, shown in the inset of Fig. 5.4D.
The dimerization propensity of the truncated MT construct, being 40 amino acids less than the full-length
construct and including residues 907940, was tested through the same MD protocol as the full construct.
The results are summarized in Fig. 5.6. Spontaneous association of the two MT segments was observed
again in a microsecond coarse grained MD simulation. During the subsequent all-atom MD simulation, the
two segments remained stable. Formation of three salt bridges was observed and a vertical offset similar to
the one in Fig. 5.4D is seen in the contact map.
Buffer with Higher Ionic Strength Impedes Dimerization of Myosin VI. Based on the above
simulations, we hypothesized that the electrostatic interactions between the positive and negative residues
in each MT domain play an essential role in domain-domain aggregation. Consequently, increasing the ionic
strength of the myosin VI buffer should reduce the propensity for dimerization. To test this hypothesis,
our collaborators (Selvin lab) performed single molecule experiment on the system. Actin filaments were
decorated with high concentration (100 nM) of the truncated myosin VI 940 construct (a gift from Sweeney
lab). This tends to hold the monomeric myosins in close proximity. Upon adding ATP, a certain percentage
of the myosins begins to walk along the actin filament processively, implying that they are properly dimerized.
This percentage of processive myosins was calculated for two different buffer conditions, one with 52mM
ionic strength, the other with 149mM ionic strength (see Experimental Procedures). As expected, the buffer
with higher ionic strength impeded the dimerization and processivity of the myosin VI 940 construct. While
14.0%± 3.8% (average±SD) of the construct was processive with the 52mM ionic strength buffer, only
3.8%± 2.9% of the myosins were processive with the 149mM one.
Mutations of Hydrophobic Residues in the Medial Tail Domain Do Not Abolish Dimerization.
From the simulations and experiments above we are led to believe that the bonding of positive and negative
residues on different monomers is a key for the dimerization of myosin VI MT domains. However, a question
remains whether the hydrophobic residues of the MT domains also contribute to dimerization. To address
this question, we reasoned that disrupting hydrophobic residues in the medial tail should inhibit dimerization
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if hydrophobic interactions were the predominant dimerization mechanism. Specifically, five glycines were
substituted for hydrophobic residues in the 940 construct, namely, L909, L913, L926, I929, and M933.
Figure 5.7: Insensitivity of processivity to mutations of hydrophobic residues in the medial tail. (A) Example trace of the
mutant 940 construct (see text). The graph plots the position of the fluorescent labeled CY3 on one of the IQ-CaMs along actin
filament versus time. Calculated step sizes are denoted by numbers in the graph. (B) Measured step size histogram for the
mutant 940 construct. The average forward step size is 53.3± 9.1 nm (N=143) and the average backward step size is -26.3 nm
(N=1). (C) Comparison of the percentage of properly dimerized myosin VI 940 for WT and mutant-type constructs. A
fraction of 5.1%± 3.5% and 6.6%± 4.3% (average± SD) of myosin VI was seen to be processive for mutant and WT constructs,
respectively. Percentages were calculated from nine separate measurements; a total of 1007 and 995 myosins was counted for
mutant and WT, respectively. Ionic strength of buffer was 52mM for both cases.
Again the actin saturation method (with 50 nM of myosin concentration) was employed. Surprisingly,
the mutant 940 construct showed processive movements after ATP addition, indicating properly dimerized
constructs. We then determined the step sizes of the mutated construct by tracking the position of a CY3 dye
labeled on the IQ-Calmodulin using the single-molecule FIONA (Fluorescence Imaging with One-Nanometer
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Accuracy) technique [167]. The mutant construct showed a typical stair-like trajectory (Fig. 5.7A), and the
average step size (±SD) was 53.3± 19.1 nm for forward steps (Fig. 5.7B). This value is nearly indistinguish-
able from that of the wild-type (WT) 940 construct of 54.3± 19.4 nm, which was recently reported [152]. It
is interesting to note that the mutated construct also has a wide step size distribution.
After observing no significant difference between the step sizes of wild-type and mutant constructs, we
proceeded to determine if there is a difference in the efficiency of dimerization. When experiments were
performed in the same conditions, the percentages (±SD) of processive myosin constructs for the mutant
and the WT 940 constructs were 5.1%± 3.5% and 6.6%± 4.3%, respectively, showing again no significant
difference between them.
Figure 5.8: Equilibrium MD of truncated (907∼940) MT segment dimers. (A and B) Both WT (A) and mutant (B) dimers
remained stable over the simulation. (C) Evolution of buried molecular surface area between the dimerized MT segments (red:
WT dimer; black: mutated dimer; purple: buried molecular surface area from the hydrophobic residues of the WT dimer; blue:
buried molecular surface area from the hydrophobic residues of the mutated dimer). (D) Potential of mean force characterizing
the dimerization of the MT segments (red: WT; black: mutated).
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Dimerization of the Mutated Construct Tested in MD. The experiments above suggest that dimer-
ization is possible between mutated MT segments. To investigate the molecular interactions that contribute
to such dimerization, MD simulations were carried out to compare the dimerization of WT and mutant
MT domains. The full MT-domain dimer resulting from the all-atom equilibrium MD described above was
truncated at residue 940, resulting in a shorter WT dimer, which was then subjected to equilibrium MD for
another 30 ns. In a separate all-atom simulation, mutations were introduced into the truncated WT dimer,
in which five hydrophobic residues were replaced by glycines, in accordance with the experimental setup,
and the mutated dimer was similarly subjected to a 30 ns equilibrium MD. In both all-atom simulations,
the dimers remained associated (Fig. 5.8A for the WT construct; Fig. 5.8B for the mutated construct). The
buried molecular surface area between the MT segments remained high for both cases (Fig. 5.8C). The only
discernible difference between WT and mutant is that the contribution to inter-helical interactions from the
hydrophobic residues is less in the mutant case (Fig. 5.8C, purple trace: wild-type; blue trace: mutant).
To quantitatively address the dimerization propensity of both WT and mutant constructs, free energy cal-
culations were performed on both dimers to provide an estimate of the dimer disassociation energy (Fig. 5.8D;
red trace: wild-type; black trace: mutant). The dimerization free energy, estimated from the plot of the
potential of mean force (PMF) as a function of the helix-helix distance (Fig. 5.8D), was calculated to be
15.8± 0.4 kcal/mol (1.67± 0.04 kcal/mol per helical turn) for the WT construct, and 12.6± 0.2 kcal/mol
(1.33± 0.02 kcal/mol per helical turn) for the mutant construct. The result suggests that the WT construct
has slightly higher dimerization strength, albeit by just a few kcal/mol. This is consistent with experiment
where we found no significant difference between the ability to dimerize for the WT and mutant myosin VI.
The dimerization free energies measured here compare reasonably well to that of the GCN4 leucine zipper
(1.68 kcal/mol per helical turn) [168, 169], which implies that the values for WT and mutant myosin VI
are neither particularly large nor particularly small. From Fig. 5.8D, one can also discern that the mutated
dimer prefers closer helix-helix packing, as the local energy minimum occurs at a smaller helix separation,
possibly due to the smaller side-chain size of the glycines.
5.2.2 Discussion
The average step size of myosin is related to the number of calmodulins (CaMs) and/or CaM-like light chains
of the protein, and it had been shown that engineered myosin V with smaller number of IQ domains has
a shorter average step size than native myosin V [170]. Myosin VI challenged this relationship, since its
step size is comparable to that of myosin V despite having only two CaM binding sites compared with six
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for myosin V [171]. Spink et al. then proposed a model in which the MT domain, a region with a stable
single helix (SAH), allows myosin VI to take such a large step, dimerization taking place in the cargo-
binding domain (CBD) [161]. However, based on experiments with truncated 940 constructs [152] along
with 1050 and 991 constructs [146], all of which do not possess a CBD, we showed that the MT domain is
actually a dimerization region. Furthermore, we showed that the three-helix bundle unfolding upon myosin
dimerization is the key contributor to myosin VI’s large step size [152]. The question naturally arises what
interactions between the two MT domains give rise to dimerization.
The SAH was first experimentally identified for myosin X among myosin family members [172], and
recently, several more charged single helices (CSAH), particularly the ER/K motifs, have been identi-
fied [153, 173], with the MT domain of myosin VI being a prominent example. Although the properties
of the ER/K motif have been investigated by various groups [174, 153, 164, 173], no detailed study on the
interaction between two ER/K motifs in myosin VI had been reported so far. It was speculated that a few
hydrophobic residues in the MT domain form a short coiled-coil structure [152, 148]. Indeed, the PAIR-
COIL algorithm [175] predicts a strong coiled-coil tendency in the MT domain based on its sequence [163].
However, it was known that PAIRCOIL could misrepresent CSAHs [173]. The MD simulations performed
in the present study suggest that electrostatic interactions through several interhelical salt bridges, made
possible by a small vertical offset (∼10 A˚) between the MT helices, are a key contributor to the potential
dimerization of MT segments. It is then understandable why our prior circular dichroism (CD) data of an
artificially dimerized PT-MT construct (834-991-GCN4) did not find a significant amount of coiled coil, but
rather demonstrated a high level of -helical content even after dimerization of the construct [152]. This ear-
lier circular dichroism observation is compatible with the results of our present simulation and experiments,
since by interacting via electrostatic salt bridges, two SAHs would actually maintain their -helical structure
(without forming a large segment of coiled coil along the entire MT domain). We do note, however, that
formation of a short coiled coil from the few MT domain hydrophobic residues, not giving a discernable
change in the CD spectra, is still possible.
The experimental observation of lower dimerization propensity with higher ionic strength in the buffer
reported here further implicates electrostatic interaction mediated by salt bridges to play a role in MT
domain dimerization. If formation of salt bridges were not the dimerization mechanism, we would not have
been able to observe such a significant dimerization dependence on ionic strength of buffer. In a buffer
with higher ionic strength, interstitial ions weaken interhelical interactions between two MT domains (and
perhaps also intrahelical interactions that are responsible for the formation of SAH).
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In this study, we successfully combined MD methods with single-molecule experiments to help answer
questions about myosin VI dimerization. While the MD methods applied suggest how the myosin VI MT
domains undergo dimerization, we do not claim that the all-atom model of the MT domain dimer revealed
in the present study to be a unique dimerization conformation. However, it seems very likely that the
dimerized MT domains exhibit a slight vertical offset as observed computationally, which enables electrostatic
interactions via salt bridges between the two helices. The formation of salt bridges is possibly nonspecific;
i.e., there might be multiple feasible conformations involving different sets of amino acid forming salt bridges
for a given myosin VI MT dimer. It is also conceivable that the vertical offset seen in this study might
provide the PT domain with some shearing force which enables the PT domain unfolding. Clearly, more
studies are necessary to test this conjecture.
Additional evidence for a key role of salt bridges in the dimerization of MT domains further supports
our findings. If hydrophobic interactions were the only contributor to dimerization, then substitution of five
hydrophobic residues in the truncated 940 construct (1-940) into five (small size) glycines should significantly
lower the dimerization propensity of the construct. However, single-molecule experiments showed that the
mutated 940 construct actually does not show a significant decrease in terms of probability of dimerization
compared to that of the WT 940 construct (5.1% versus 6.6%) (Fig. 5.7C). It should be noted, though,
that we do not rule out the participation of hydrophobic interactions in the dimerization of MT helices,
but it is unclear how much the hydrophobic residues contribute to the dimerization of the MT segments,
given the close values (5.1% versus 6.6%). Certainly, the experiments with the mutant construct reveal that
hydrophobic interactions (if any) are not the dominant dimerization mechanism and strongly suggest that
there must be something else controlling dimerization. Combining all experimental and simulation data, we
are led to believe that the key role is played by interhelical salt bridges. It is interesting to note that salt
bridges play various roles, contributing not only to dimerization mechanism of myosin VI, but also to motor
function in the rigor to postrigor transition of various myosins [139]. The MD simulations appear to support
the experimental observation and show that a mutant MT dimer remains structurally stable much like the
WT counterpart. Calculations on the dimerization free energy of WT and mutant dimers confirm that both
constructs require significant amount of energy to disassociate. However, the dimerization of the mutated
construct is possibly weaker than that of the WT construct by a few kcal/mol, which could affect myosin
VI’s intramolecular strain modulation.
Recently, two groups showed that cargo binding mediates dimerization of myosin VI [148, 147], implying
that cargo binding plays a role in bringing two monomers close enough for association. According to our
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Figure 5.9: Present model of the dimerized full-length myosin VI. The color scheme is adopted from Fig. 5.3, except for the
motor domain, which is shown in dark gray. MT domain (green) is the key dimerization region; the unfolded three-helix PT
domain (blue) provides myosin VI with sufficient step length for the two motor domains (dark gray) to span a 36 nm step
distance on the actin filament. There is a slight (∼10 A˚) offset in the relative placement of the two MT domain segments.
previous model, cargo binding initiated dimerization at the distal end of the tail domain brings about the
dimerization of the more proximal parts via a short coiled-coil formation in the hydrophobic amino acid
region of the MT domain; then the three-helix bundle of the PT domain unfolds and provides a large portion
of the step size [152, 148]. Our present study modifies this model by suggesting that the internal dimerization
of the MT domain is held together via the formation of salt bridges alone or in combination with a short
coiled coil (Fig. 5.9).
Several questions remain to be answered. For example, what is the functional rationale for myosin VI to
adopt the stated dimerization strategy in a cellular environment? Are the few hydrophobic residues in the
MT domain actually a part of the PT domain, providing additional length to its step size, or do they indeed
form a short coiled coil? All of the above questions await more experimental and theoretical work.
5.3 Extension of proximal tail domain of myosin VI and key role
of calmodulins
The combined experimental and computational study in the previous section demonstrated that the MT
domain of myosin VI is capable of dimerization through electrostatic interactions [12]. This study together
with Mukherjea et al. [152] supports the myosin VI dimer model shown in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2A. We
further extend the study in the previous section [12] and test the feasibility of three-helix bundle PT domain
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extension.
Simulations presented below and summarized in Table 5.1 demonstrate that the three-helix bundle,
indeed, can be extended readily without disruption of its -helical secondary structure. The simulations
suggest, furthermore, that CaM binding plays a crucial role in inducing as well as mechanically stabilizing
the extended conformation of the PT domain.
Name Structure Type Ensemble Atoms Size (A˚3) Time (ns)
PIC-eq PT,IQ,CaM EQ NPT/NVT 74,421 94 × 92 × 90 34
PIC-sr-1 PT,IQ,CaM SMD/RE NV/NVT 104,662 206 × 70 × 72 80
PIC-re-1∗ PT,IQ,CaM RE NVT 104,662 206 × 70 × 72 120
PIC-sr-2∗ PT,IQ,CaM SMD/RE NV/NVT 104,662 206 × 70 × 72 20
PIC-re-2† PT,IQ,CaM RE NVT 104,662 206 × 70 × 72 100
P-sr PT SMD/RE NV/NVT 83,840 180 × 70 × 70 100
P-re‡ PT RE NVT 83,840 180 × 70 × 70 100
Table 5.1: Summary of myovin VI proximal tail domain simulations. Under the column “Type”, “EQ” denotes an equilibrium
molecular dynamics simulation, “SMD” denotes constant velocity (2 A˚/ns) steered molecular dynamics simulations, and “RE”
denotes relaxation simulations. The “Ensemble” column lists the variables held constant during the simulations; “N”, “V”,
“P”, and “T” correspond to number of atoms, volume, pressure, and temperature, respectively.
∗Started from the end of simulation PIC-sr-1.
†Started from the end of simulation PIC-sr-2.
‡Started from the end of simulation P-sr.
5.3.1 Results
Equilibrium dynamics of the PT domain. To characterize the equilibrium properties of the myosin
VI PT domain, a 30-ns equilibrium MD simulation (simulation PIC-eq in Table 5.1) was performed. The
simulated system included the IQ motif (residues 811∼833), the CaM molecule bound to the IQ motif,
and the PT domain (residues 834∼913) (PDB code 3GN4 [152]). The system remained stable during the
simulation, as demonstrated by monitoring the central carbon root-mean-square-deviation (Cα-RMSD) with
respect to the initial structure. The Cα-RMSD of the simulated system approached a value of 3 A˚ after 20 ns
(Fig. 5.10A); the Cα-RMSD value of the IQ-bound apo-CaM, which is the most rigid component, assumed
a value of ∼2 A˚. The major contribution to the flexibility in the PT-IQ-CaM system, as measured by the
Cα-RMSD values and shown in Fig. 5.11, stems from the disordered loop (residues 850∼863) between helix I
and helix II of the PT domain. One can conclude from these Cα-RMSD values that the equilibrated structure
of the PT domain, IQ motif, and apo-CaM system is sufficiently stable for further SMD studies.
Residue-residue contacts for the PT-IQ-CaM system were monitored over the equilibrium simulation and
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Figure 5.10: Results from the equilibrium simulation of myosin VI (simulation PIC-eq in Table 5.1). The simulated system
includes the PT domain and the IQ motif with a bound apo-CaM. (A) Cα-RMSD values of the whole simulated system (red),
of the PT domain (green), and of apo-CaM (blue). The simulated structures relaxed within 20 ns. (B) Contact map between
residues (0, close; 1, far away). In addition to an expected close contact between apo-CaM and IQ motif, apo-CaM also contacts
the PT domain, maintaining the kink (see text) between the IQ motif and the PT domain. (C) Salt bridge between Glu11
of the apo-CaM and Lys834 of the myosin VI, observed through the respective O-N distance. (D) Simulated system with IQ
motif (cyan), apo-CaM (yellow), and PT domain (blue) showing a zig-zag geometry of the helix I-helix II-helix III system. The
crystal structure (PDB 3GN4) was obtained from Mukherjea et al. [152]. A 30◦ kink forms between IQ motif and PT domain.
summarized in the contact map in Fig. 5.10B. The CaM molecule is found closely associated with the IQ
domain, as expected. Interestingly, the same CaM molecule also exhibited noticeable contact with the PT
domain, most prominently with helix I. Indeed, during the 30-ns equilibrium MD simulation, significant
hydrophobic interaction as well as several transient salt bridges were observed between the CaM and the
PT domain. One particularly long-lasting salt bridge, not captured in the X-ray structure [152], was found
between Glu11 from the CaM and Lys834 from the myosin VI (Fig. 5.10, C and D). This salt bridge is located
near the junction between PT domain and IQ motif, where the α-helix forms a kink of ∼30◦ (Fig. 5.10D).
It is possible that the observed salt bridge between the CaM molecule and PT domain stabilizes this kink.
The kink plays a crucial role in the extension of the PT domain as discussed below.
SMD simulations extending the PT domain. In Mukherjea et al. [152], unfolding of the PT domain
was proposed to occur after dimerization of myosin VI. However, the crystal structure reported revealed a
three-helix zig-zag bundle conformation of the PT domain which is too short to realize a 30∼36-nm step size.
To test the feasibility of PT domain extension as well as the structural stability of the resulting extended
PT domain, steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations were employed.SMD simulation [176, 177, 178]
is a proven tool for characterizing mechanical responses of proteins and ligands [179, 177, 180, 181, 36, 182,
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183, 184] including motor proteins myosin and kinesin [185, 186, 187]. We note that dimerization of the MT
domain can contribute >32 kcal/mol in free energy [12], which could be spent to extend the PT domain; the
SMD method mimics the work exerted on the PT domain derived through MT domain dimerization.
Figure 5.11: Cα-RMSD of individual residues in the simulated system. (A) Cα-RMSD of individual residues in IQ motif bound
apo-CaM. (B) Cα-RMSD of individual residues in IQ motif and PT domain. (C) Simulated system colored by Cα-RMSD. The
residues with largest RMSD is colored red, while the ones with smallest RMSD is colored blue. The disordered loop (residues
850∼863) between helix I and helix II of the PT domain is seen to be the most flexible part of the system.
The equilibrated structure of the PT-IQ-CaM system was placed in a water box large enough to accom-
modate the zig-zag extension process described above. During the SMD simulation, the N-terminal Cα atom
(residue Lys811) was harmonically restrained, while the C-terminal Cα atom (residue Leu913) (with position
x(t) at time t) was pulled by means of a constraining force f = − k(x(t) − x0(t)) at a constant velocity
x˙0(t) = 2 A˚/ns along the x direction (as defined in Fig. 5.12), where x0 is the position of a dummy atom
attached to a spring with force constant k. After each 10 ns SMD stretching, the system was permitted to
relax for 10 ns, strictly fixing the extension e(t), defined as e(t) = x(t)− x(0), to the values e(10 ns), e(30 ns),
e(50 ns), and e(70 ns) during time intervals 10-20 ns, 30-40 ns, 50-60 ns, and 70-80 ns, respectively. Fig. 5.12
(inset) shows the extension resulting from the procedure; one can note that e(t) assumes, in the stated time
intervals, values close to x0(10 ns)= 2 nm, x0(30 ns)= 4 nm, x0(50 ns)= 6 nm, and x0(70 ns)= 8 nm, as ex-
pected. Subsequently, i.e., after 80 ns, the C-terminal Cα atom was restrained by a force f = − k(x(t) − x0)
with x0 =8nm. For the spring constant k of the constraining force, we selected a value of 3 kBT0/A˚2 (kB,
Boltzmann constant; T0 = 300K) which corresponds to a thermal RMSD deviation of
√
kBT/k ≈ 0.6 A˚
that is typical for SMD simulations [177, 179, 188].
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Figure 5.12: Stretching of myosin VI PT domain. Shown are snapshots during the force-induced extension process at (A)
t= 0 ns; (B) t= 20 ns; (C) t= 47 ns; (D) t= 78 ns; and (E) t= 200 ns. Extension is found to proceed in two steps: a first step
(A → B →C) involves dissociation of helices II and III from helix I; a second step (C → D) involves loss of contact between
helix II and helix III. (Inset) Sequence of pulling and relaxation intervals during the 200-ns simulation.
Two-step zig-zag extension. The three-helix PT domain was seen to extend in the SMD simulation
from its initial zig-zag geometry in two distinct steps as shown in Fig. 5.12. Helix I dissociated within 50 ns
from helices II and III (Fig. 5.12, A-C) which resulted in an intermediate conformation where helices II and
III remained in contact, while helix I continued to interact with apo-CaM (the latter interaction was seen to
last throughout the simulation). The disordered loop between helices I and II (residues 850∼863) stretched
out in response to the external force. Around 80 ns, helices II and III dissociated (Fig. 5.12D), at which point
the PT domain had its three α-helices aligned linearly and reached its extended conformation (Fig. 5.12E).
The force-extension data of the stretching process are plotted in Fig. 5.13A. One can recognize clearly a
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Figure 5.13: Characterization of PT domain extension. (A) Force-extension data from simulation PIC-sr-1. The force shown
is measured through the expression f = − k(x(t) − x0(t)) and the extension through e(t) = x(t) − x(0). Force values were
taken every 2 ps (gray trace); these force values are averaged over a gliding 200-ps window (red). Large forces arise when the
PT domain becomes less compliant to the imposed moving constraint x0(t), i.e., when it does not follow the constraint readily,
increasing the separation x0(t) − x(t). Labels 4A, 4B, 4C, and 4D correspond to the simulation snapshots in Fig. 5.12. The
region of highest force, at ∼4 nm, corresponds to a free energy barrier characterizing the transition B → C in Fig. 5.12. (B)
Force distribution at different steps of PT domain extension. The first step was sampled over extensions <5.5 nm (green) and
the second step over extensions >5.5 nm (blue). Force distribution for the overall process is also shown (red). The distributions
can be matched closely to Gaussians, yielding average forces of 158 pN (step 1), 52 pN (step 2), and 123 pN (overall). (C)
Time evolution of PT domain secondary structure. The α-helices are seen to remain intact; only a small portion of helix III is
lost. (D) Time evolution of -helical content. Initially (t< 80 ns), a decrease of α-helical content arises that is regained quickly
during the final, i.e., 120-ns long, relaxation simulation. The α-helical content exceeds the starting value (dotted line) due to
the formation of some transient helical structure in the loop region between helices I and II (residues 851∼863).
range of extension (0∼5.5 nm) during which strong forces are needed to stretch the PT domain, followed by
a range of extension (5.5∼8 nm) where small forces suffice. The extension ranges correspond to step I (A →
B → C) and step II (C → D) in Fig. 5.12. In particular, the force peak of ∼250 pN at 3∼4-nm extension
corresponds to the separation of helix I from helices II and III. The average force applied in the extension
range 0∼5.5 nm is 158 pN (Fig. 5.13B; green squares). The average force in the extension range 5.5∼8 nm,
corresponding to the separation of helices II and III, is only 52 pN (Fig. 5.13B; blue triangles). The adapted
simulation protocol, namely having 10-ns relaxation simulation between SMD simulations, partially released
the tension built-up during force stretching, resulting in abrupt decrease of force at extension 2 nm and
extension 4 nm.
The stretching force arising in our simulation is higher than the ones arising in single-molecule pulling
experiments. The discrepancy results from the faster stretching in the SMD simulation, which is dictated
by lack of computer power. However, as long as the simulation pulls a system along the correct extension
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coordinate, the higher forces usually do not alter the extension mechanism [177, 189, 190, 191]. Even under
physiological conditions the force generated in a single molecule can exceed 100 pN [192], but the stall force
for a processive motor is typically on the order of only a few pN and 2 pN for myosin VI in particular [193].
As pointed out above, the conformational change of myosin VI, such as PT domain extension, could be
driven by MT domain dimerization, which can furnish work amounting to >32 kcal/mol (∼220 pNnm) [12].
Figure 5.14: Characterization of PT domain stretching process that further extended the system by 2 nm with one more cycle
of SMD/relaxation simulation (PIC-sr-2 in Table 5.1), in addition to the cycles applied in simulation PIC-sr-1, results of which
are shown in Fig. 5.12. The first 80-ns data is from simulation PIC-sr-1 shown again here for clarity. (A) Extension of the
system as a function of simulation time. The conformation at t= 100 ns and the final conformation at t= 200 ns are also shown.
(B) The α-helical content is not affected by further extension and fluctuated around 0.71 during the relaxation simulation.
(C) Time evolution of PT domain secondary structure. α-helices are seen to remain mostly intact; a small portion of helix III
becomes lost while a short segment of helix is formed between helices I and II.
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Structural stability of the extended PT domain. Four cycles of 10-ns SMD simulation and 10-ns
relaxation simulation were sufficient to fully extend the PT domain (simulation PIC-sr-1 in Table 5.1),
yielding a length of 12 nm. The structural stability of the extended configuration of the PT domain was
probed in a further 120-ns relaxation simulation (simulation PIC-re-1 in Table 5.1; see also Fig. 5.12 and
Fig. 5.13). During the 120-ns relaxation, the three PT domain α-helices retained largely their secondary
structure as shown in Fig. 5.13C. Indeed, the small fraction of α-helical structure near the C-terminus of
the PT domain, disrupted during the SMD simulation, was recovered during the relaxation, and the total
α-helical content in the unfolded PT domain increased to >70% (Fig. 5.13D), a value which agrees well
with circular-dichroism measurement [152]. A transient short helical segment was seen to form in the loop
between helices I and II (residues 851∼863).
Figure 5.15: Stretching of a PT domain without IQ motif and CaM. The presentation follows Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.13D. Shown
are snapshots from simulations P-sr (0∼100 ns) and simulation P-re (100∼200 ns) at (A) t= 0 ns; (B) t= 20 ns; (C) t= 75 ns;
(D) t = 100 ns; and (E) t= 200 ns. Helix I loses its α-helical structure. The α-helical structure of helix III is also partially lost.
The 100∼200-ns relaxation simulation did not recover the lost helical content.
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As discussed in Mukherjea et al. [152], the PT domain has to be fully extended, with α-helices intact, to
accommodate a step size of 36 nm of the myosin VI dimer. As shown in Fig. 5.1, the contribution to the step
size from each myosin VI monomer is ∼18 nm, with the PT domain accounting for 12 nm and other structural
segments (CaM-bound insert-2 and IQ motif) accounting for 6 nm. Our simulation indeed extended the PT
domain to 12 nm. To accommodate the large fluctuation in step size seen in experiment, an additional 10-ns
SMD (and 10-ns relaxation) was performed to further extend the end-to-end distance of the PT domain to
14 nm (simulation PIC-sr-2 in Table 5.1); a subsequent relaxation of 100-ns duration was carried out for the
further stretched-out PT domain (simulation PIC-re-2 in Table 5.1). The 14-nm extended PT domain was
seen to retain its secondary structure during stretching and relaxation. The results are shown in Fig. 5.14.
Figure 5.16: Time evolution of PT domain secondary structure in the absence of IQ motif and CaM. The entire helix I and a
part of helix III are lost, and did not recover in the 100-ns relaxation simulation.
Stretching a PT domain without IQ motif and CaM. The conducted simulations described included
the IQ motif with a bound apo-CaM molecule, in addition to the PT domain. A separate simulation was
performed that contained only the PT domain (simulation P-sr in Table 5.1), the simulation protocol being
identical to the one in simulation PIC-sr-1. The moving constraint in this SMD simulation was applied to
the C-terminal Cα atom (residue Leu913), while the N-terminal Cα atom (residue Lys834) was harmonically
restrained to a fixed position. In simulation P-sr, the secondary structure of the three PT domain α-helices
became quickly disrupted as demonstrated through a series of simulation snapshots shown in Fig. 5.15.
Although the order of the dissociation of the helices remained the same as in simulation PIC-sr-1, namely,
helix I detached from helices II and III, before the latter helices separated, it can be seen that, in simulation
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P-sr, helix I completely lost its secondary structure (Fig. 5.15, C∼E, and Fig. 5.16). The α-helical content
in the PT domain was reduced to 40% during P-sr, and was not fully regained in the subsequent 100-ns
relaxation simulation P-re (Fig. 5.15, inset).
In the case of simulation P-sr, the applied force acts at an average angle of 15◦ relative to the three
α-helices of the PT domain. Addition of the IQ motif and the bound apo-CaM molecule alters this angle
to an average value of 30◦, as can be seen by comparing Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.15 (see also Fig. 5.17). The
slight difference in the relative stretching direction implies that, in the former case, 26% (i.e., sin(15◦)) of
the applied force acts perpendicular to the helix axes whereas 50% (i.e., sin(30◦)) acts in the latter case.
Naturally, force applied to the PT-IQ-CaM system separates the helices more readily, making extension
easier. Conversely, with more of the applied force (96.6%, i.e., cos(15◦)) acting along the helix axes, in the
case of the PT domain-only simulation, helices are stretched more strongly and, hence, unravel, losing their
-helical secondary structure.
In addition to redirecting the force, the bound apo-CaM molecule exerts also a stabilization effect on
helix I in the PT domain. The presence of the IQ motif and the bound apo-CaM molecule in the simulation
preserves the interactions between CaM and PT domain, involving mainly helix I. As shown in Fig. 5.10B,
these interactions stabilize the secondary structure of helix I, preventing disruption of the helix as in the
case of PT domain-only extension.
Figure 5.17: Angles between helix I and x-axis (the latter being the direction of the applied force in the SMD simulations) with
and without IQ motif and CaM. Only the first 50 ns data are shown. In simulation PIC-sr-1 (red trace), helix I is found to
dissociate from helices II and III within 50 ns, while in simulation P-sr (green trace), helix I is found to unravel, loosing most
of its secondary structure within 50 ns. IQ motif-bound CaM maintains the angle between helix I and x-axis at a value of 30◦
when helix I dissociation occurred between 25 ns and 45 ns. Without CaM, the same angle diminishes quickly to 15◦.
Possible binding of calmodulin to the extended PT domain. The extended configuration of the
PT domain was stable during the 120-ns relaxation simulation PIC-re-1 with recovery of -helical structure.
The question arises if the extended PT domain maintains its extension, i.e., prevents refolding, for a much
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longer time than the simulation period, especially as there is, after extension, a large increase of hydrophobic
solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) as shown in Fig. 5.18A. Another question begs itself, namely, how the
extended PT domain with its three linearly arranged helices linked through flexible loops acquires sufficient
structural rigidity to support myosin VI’s motor function. Sequence alignment and motif analysis of the PT
domain suggest that the needed rigidity develops through the binding of additional CaM molecules to the
extended PT domain.
Figure 5.18: Exposed hydrophobic solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) and potential binding of additional CaMs. (A) Time
evolution of hydrophobic SASA during the stretching simulation PIC-sr-1 and the subsequent relaxation simulation PIC-re-1.
The forced unfolding of the PT domain results in a large increase of hydrophobic SASA. (Inset) Extended PT domain and the
IQ motif in surface representation, colored by residue type (blue, positively charged; red, negatively charged; green, hydrophilic;
white, hydrophobic); IQ-bound CaM (yellow, cartoon representation). (B) Sequence alignment of myosin VI PT domains from
several species. This study involves the PT domain from the Sus scrofa and the S. scrofa myosin VI sequence 834∼913 was used
for alignment. The alignment was performed using MultiSeq [194], implemented as a plugin in VMD [195]. The residues are
colored by residue type as in panel A. (Shaded areas) Sequence conservation among all nine sequences. (Lighter-shaded areas)
Sequence conservation among more than seven of the nine sequences examined. CaM binding motifs identified are labeled, and
the charges of the sequence given (note that for the 1-5-10 motif, the total charge includes contributions from three additional
residues preceding the motif [196]). (C) Location of the 1-8-14 and 1-5-10 motifs highlighted in the PT domain. Two transparent
purple areas depict the motifs, located at the loop regions. (Cyan) IQ-domain; (yellow) apo-CaM; and (blue) extended PT
domain.
Indeed, the PT domain sequence contains CaM binding motifs [196]. One such motif is the IQ-motif
with a consensus sequence [FILV]Qxxx[RK]Gxxx[RK]xx[FILVWY]. Two more CaM binding motifs suggest
themselves at the position of the conserved hydrophobic residues, the 1-8-14 motif and the 1-5-10 motif [196].
As shown in Fig. 5.18B, the myosin VI PT domain sequence exhibits both the 1-8-14 and the 1-5-10 motif,
each occurring twice near the two flexible loops, namely at residues 843∼856 and 882∼895, as also highlighted
in Fig. 5.18C. The calmodulin binding motifs typically forms an amphiphilic α-helix with basic and polar
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residues on one side and hydrophobic residues on the other side. It has been shown that CaM can induce
α-helix formation on the target protein [197, 198]. CaM may then also induce in the present case a transition
to an α-helix in the flexible loop regions at the extended PT domain and, thereby, render the domain more
rigid [198].
It should also be noted that CaM binding is known to change the tertiary structure of the target pro-
tein [199]. It is yet unclear how dimerization of the myosin VI medial tail domain leads to the unfolding of
the PT domain, although Mukherjea et al. [152] hypothesized that steric hindrance created by MT domain
dimerization somehow triggers PT domain unfolding. It is feasible that binding of CaM aids the zig-zag
extension process of the PT domain.
5.3.2 Discussion
The focus of our study is the investigation of the zig-zag extension model for the stepping geometry of
myosin VI as depicted in Fig. 5.2A. The results of steered molecular dynamics simulations suggest, indeed,
that the proximal tail (PT) domain of myosin can extend to triple its length and, thereby, create a lever-arm
extension long enough to accommodate a step size of 30∼36 nm. A fascinating role of calmodulin binding is
suggested by our study. Such binding has been studied extensively for a long time [200, 201], but the focus
has been mainly on what controls the binding [202, 203], not so much for which purpose calmodulin binding
occurs.
Our simulation results make two suggestions regarding the role of calmodulin binding: First, calmodulin
binding at the IQ domain facilitates the extension of the PT domain; calmodulin stabilizes helix I in the PT
domain and redirects a force applied on the PT domain such that it dissociates more readily the domain’s
triple helices without significantly affecting their secondary structure. Second, sequence analysis suggests
that additional CaM binding is likely because an extended PT domain exposes two potential CaM binding
sites. Apparently, CaM can tip the free energy balance between the PT domain in the three-helix bundle
state and in the extended state. As the CaM binding sites are located in a flexible loop area that might be
a hindrance to the mechanical function of myosin stepping under load, CaM binding could very well also
strengthen the extended PT domain mechanically, rendering the myosin VI lever arm that results from PT
domain extension rigid enough for its motor function.
Although our study answered one question, namely if the myosin with associated MT domain can realize
a large enough step, it raised new questions regarding the role of CaM binding. Our results, therefore, should




In the current studies, we employed molecular dynamics simulations to attack one of the most important
questions in molecular biology, namely how proteins fold into their native state. We choose λ-repressor
fragment as our model system and successfully fold it into the native state [1, 6]. The folding process of several
mutants of λ-repressor now can be seen as trajectories in atomic detail with picosecond time resolution. The
pressure effect on protein dynamics is studied using λ-repressor as an example. The simulations not only
confirm several experimental observations, and revealed temporal and spatial information that cannot be
resolved experimentally [7]. One example is the fast refolding behavior of λ-repressor from a high pressure
denatured state, which is directly observed in simulations.
The study on flow-induced β-hairpin folding illustrates the role of external force on protein folding [11].
Protein folding in biological cells is driven by many weak forces, some of which stem from within the protein,
such as in the case of folding of λ-repressor, while some stem from the environment. From the environment,
external factors such as pH value, temperature, pressure and fluid flow can influence folding. For the β-
switch of GPIbα, folding into a β-hairpin under flow conditions has a great biological implication. The
β-switch of GPIbα adopts a loop conformation without flow; once a blood vessel is injured, bleeding-caused
elongational flow or turbulent flow, and shear triggers the β-hairpin folding of the GPIbα β-switch; this
conformational change increases the binding affinity of GPIbα to von Willebrand factor and eventually leads
to blood clotting which heals the vessel; apparently, for the β-switch of GPIbα, the laminar flow prevalent
in a healthy blood vessel does not induce elongation.
Protein folding could also take place in the form of dimerization [3, 4, 5]. Even its reverse process, protein
unfolding could be functionally important in the cell [13]. Our study on molecular motor protein myosin
VI reveals its dimerization mechanism and also suggests how the unfolding of a three-helix bundle helps the
myosin VI realize its larger step size [12, 13]. Two fascinating roles of calmodulin binding are suggested by
our study [13]. First, calmodulin binding facilitates the extension of the three helices. Second, sequence
analysis suggests that additional calmodulin binding is likely because of the exposition of two potential
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calmodulin binding sites during the unfolding process. Similar to the pressure in the case of λ-repressor,
or to the flow in the case of Glycoprotien Ibα, calmodulin can tip the free energy balance between the two
conformation states of myosin VI.
The MD simulations in the current studies have helped tremendously in investigating the protein dy-
namics and functions. In return, the current studies and many others have proved MD simulations, and
computational approaches in general, to be a powerful tool for understanding the molecular mechanism of
biological processes. In addition, MD simulations have been used in the integration of structural data of bio-
logical systems from multiple resources with different resolutions. The Molecular Dynamics Flexible Fitting
method, developed by the Theoretical and Computational Biophysics Group at UIUC, already has enormous
success in merging the X-ray crystallography structure with cryo-electron microscopy density map. Atomic
models of large biological complexes, such as chapernin [9] and viruses [10] can be derived from Molecular
Dynamics Flexible Fitting and subjected to further computational investigations.
MD simulations have already achieved millisecond time scales while remaining accurate enough to fold
a protein [6]. The century-old problem of protein folding can be addressed through simulations with un-
precedented spatial and temporal resolution. Simulations now have the capability to describe the dynamics
of entire viruses [204, 10, 205], and even of organelles, containing hundreds of millions of atoms. The ever-
increasing computer power, aiming at exascale computing (1018 floating point operations per second) for
2020, will bring MD simulation to another level by extending the time scale, improving the sampling, and
enabling even larger system to be studied. With continued effort to improve the accuracy of the underlying
physical model, simulations will be able to deal with more complicated biological processes.
Much work remains be done in order to achieve such ambitious but foreseeable goals. Energy efficiency
and reliability are the major barriers for developing a exascale supercomputer. On the software side, we
will need better force calculating algorithms that can scale well on a exascale supercomputer and truly
quantum mechanical force fields that are time dependent. The biological and medical implications of such
developments in molecular dynamics simulations are invaluable, enabling molecular dynamics simulations
to truly become a computational microscope. By capturing biomolecules in motion, MD simulations can
greatly help in understanding the operating principles of biological systems, reveal molecular mechanisms
under pathological conditions, and provide the basis for rational drug design and physical treatment.
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